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Four IMU students walked with kangaroos,
chased wombats and used post office trees
in the first-ever mmimester in Tasmania.

MTV's new "Real World" is the same old sevenlives saga set in the windy city this time.

Men's and women's tenms struggle with the
loss of their practice courts at Godwin and the
loss of some scholarships this season.

BJ Pan 19

Today:
Partly Cloudy
High: 69
Low: 55

Port Republic may improve
SGA, City Council work on plan for sidewalks, turning lanes, bicycle lanes
BY RI HI K MI PORTFR

contributing writer
During its Thursday meeting, the Student Government
Association Executive Council
approved the drafting of a letter of support for the
Harrisonburg City Council's
plan for the construction of
sidewalks, bicycle lanes and
additional lanes for motor
vehicle traffic along Port
Republic Road.
The letter, drafted by SGA
President David Mills, supports the HCCs efforts to
attain state grants for transportation enhancement funds
for Phase Two of the project.
The intention of the letter is to
give the city government more
weight as it negotiates with the

contractor for grant money and
contract approval.
"It's pretty clear that there
have been a ton of pedestrian
safety issues at IMU," Mills
said. "This plan goes out of
its way to address student
concerns."
Harrisonburg City Planner
Keith Markel said that the
entire project has been divided
into three major phases.
Markel said the current construction will create an additional lane on Port Republic
Road for cars, a turning lane
for Ashby Crossing, a bike lane
and sidewalks from Forest Hill
Road to Devon Lane.
According to Markel, Phase
One currently is underway and
is expected to be completed by

August of this year. The total
cost is estimated'at $900,000.
Phase Two, which was sup-

-U
... there have been a
ton of pedestrian safetyissues at JMU. This
plan goes out of its
way to address student
concerns.
- David Mills
SGA president

ported by the SGA, will continue the project from Devon
Lane to Neff Avenue, with the
same features as Phase One.
Markel said that the projected
cost of this phase is just over
$1 million.
The HCC is dependent on a
grant from the Virginia
Department of Transportation
in order to fund Phase Two. AtLarge Senator Jenny Brock well,
a freshman, who proposed the
resolution to draft the letter,
said she believes that JMU's
support of the HCC plan "will
earn' a lot of weight.
"The proposal affects 6,200
people who live on th.it stretch
of Port Republic and the tons of
so- PORT, page 5

CHRIS I ARyi~>\«,iftfhoUrttmptKr
A construction crew breaks ground to begin changes
along Port Republic Road.
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Though they make up only 30 percent
of the student body, out-of-state
students pay much higher tuition —
what's the breakdown ?

BY KATE SNYDER

MEGHAN MURPHY AND STEPHANIE NELSON/o/i d,rr,l,„ and uru/Jii,. rdmr

Sigma Nu handles hazing case
before authority intervention
The university is investigating the JMU chapter of Sigma
Nu regarding a possible hazing
incident last semester.
In a press release Tuesday,
the president of the JMU chapter of Sigma Nu, junior Russell
Hammond, wrote, "There have
been allegations of a hazing
incident last semester with our
chapter. We are cooperating
fully with Student Organization
Services and our national headquarters to quickly address and
resolve this issue. Before allegations were ever made, we were
conducting our own internal
review of events of the past
semester. Our goal is to continue business as usual and to put
this issue behind us soon."
David Classman, director
of Insurance and Risk

Reduction for the national
chapter of Sigma Nu, said
the incident involved "candidate education," which is
what the chapter calls its
pledge program.
Although Classman said he
is not sure of the exact incident
that led to the investigation, he
said it involved alcohol at a
pledge activity. "New member
activities are supposed to have
no alcohol present" he said.
JMU's chapter identified the
particular issue as a possible
problem before there was intervention by a higher authority,
Classman said.
Classman said the national
chapter will wait for the results
of the JMU investigation before
taking any further action.
- connnlnl from staff revorts

staff writer
Rated the No. 1 public
regional universitv in the
South for the past seven venrs
by U.S. News o Y*jrU Krpuri,
JMU attracts prospective students from many locations.
For the past few years, instate students generally have
made up 70 percent of the
student body, leaving 30 perrent for non-Virginians. Most
out-of-state students hail
from northeastern states
including New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Maryland.
In addition to slight differences in accent, style and
atmosphere, there are many
important financial differences that separate the colleE';ate experience of students
ailing from Virginia and
their out-of-state classmates.
The foremost is undergraduate tuition.
Out-of-state
students
must pay a significantly higher tuition cost, and the cost
keeps rising.
The 2001-'02 academic
year brought increases in
comprehensive fees, which
cover non-academic campus
activities, such as student
organizations, health care,
transportation, recreation
and athletics. As a result,
total tuition and fees went
up $94 for in-state students,
raising overall costs from
$4,000 to $4,094. an increase
of 2.4 percent.

Meanwhile, out-of-state
students were faced with a
harsher scenario. Tuition and
fees for non-Virginia students increased 7.7 percent
ldlMII£ UlC wal liuui >'>,(ou

to $10,606.

-64
/ don't necessarily
think it's fair that outof-state tuition is so
much higher.
—Jennifer Bryne
junior

99According to David Eton,
assistant vice president of
University
Budget
Management, the state of
Virginia is closely evaluating
the matter. There is still a
tuition freeze for all Virginia
students; however, former
Gov. Jim Gilmore and current
Gov. Mark Warner have
made new proposals for the
20O2-'O3 budget.
These
include a 5 percent increase
on in-state tuition for all
Virginia colleges and universities. All the money collected
from this increase would go
back to the state, not to individual university budgets.
According to Eton, most
administrators,
himself
included, do not necessarily

agree with the new proposal.
"I view this proposal as a tax
on students and their parents,
and I think most people
would agree," Eton said.
Ovn tha past Haw vaara
out-of-state tuition has
steadily
increased.
However, according to Eton,
this is not a result of the university's inability to raise instate tuition.
Virginia requires out-ofstate students to pay at least
100 percent of the cost of education, leaving individual universities to add more to the
cost, according to Eton. Last
year, non-Virginia students at
JMU paid exactly the amount
required by the state, he said.
Some out-of-state students approve of the higher
costs.
"1 think out-of-state students should have to pay
more money," sophomore
Caroline Zito of Connecticut
said. "If s our choice to go to a
school far from home."
Junior Jennifer Byrne of
New Jersey took a different
view. "I don't necessarily think
it's fair that out-of-state tuition
is so much higher," she said.
"It was my decision to come to
school here, but it does seem
like a big difference."
Joan Hargrave, mother of
junior Michele Hargrave of
New Jersey, said, "1 think the
out-of-state rates are very reasonable. JMU provides a
set STUDENTS, page 5

Groups 'spring' to action, seek members
Student Organization Night highlights new clubs, missions
BY KERRI SAMPLE

KONA GALLAGHER" mmbuimv afcN

Members of the JMU Triathalon Club
try to recruit members and spread
their mission at Student Organization
night Monday.

contributing writer
Students received a
chance to explore the wealth
of opportunities campus
organizations have to offer
during the third annual
January
Student
Organization
Night
Monday.
Students packed PC
Ballroom, listening to electnlving music, complements of L'I'B, and enjoying
free food and drinks from
JMU
dining
services.
Ninetv-five clubs participated in the showcase of sports
clubs, religious organizations, various service, soual

and academic fraternities
and sororities and an assortment of other organizations
Katie Morrow, coordinator of Student Organization
Services / Clubs
and
Organizations, said, "1 think
it gives students an opportunity to get involved in
some organizations thev
may have missed in the fall.
"In addition, we recognized some 15 new clubs
last fall, and this gives students an opportunity to
showcase what they are
about," Morrow sml
One of JMU's newest
clubs, the Optimist Club, is a
community service club that

,11ms |o help children, especially
those
in
the
Harrisonburg area.
The club's secretary, junior Mike Navarrete. vml,
"Then1 is a huge interest in
this type of volunteer service We are trying to bridge
the |MU community to the
I l.irriMinburg community in
a different avenue of communitv service."
Optimist Club member
junior Danielle Vozza said
the group's purpose for
being
at
Student
Organization Night was to
"explain our various activset CLUBS, page 5
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• Raaumanla, l.ivlm KB, l to i p m., employers will be
available to review Student roumi'v lot more information.
Oil \H-6555
• Baptist Student Union large group praise and worship.
5:30 p.m.. Baptist Student Center on the corner of
Canlrell Avenue and South Main Street, contact Archie
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• Young Democratic Sodalfstl (YPS-|MU) general
meeting) 8 p.m., Taylor *N. tor more information,
visit irt(7e/iiini-ifii/,>rv;s/iy<>i,iiyifcmsoc/or contact Aaron
or Adam at 433-6411

• Baptist Student Union New Testament Greek Bible Study, 8
to 8:45 a.m.. Market One, contact Archie at 434-6822

Science and literature speaker
Jorge Volpi
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Writing contest
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Breeze reader's view Student says
life after graduation continues
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• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry Eucharist service followed
by a home-cooked dinner, 5 p.m., Canterbury House on
South Main Street across from the Quad, contact Meredith
at rmcaskml
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BY KIMBF.RIV MCKENZI

Police log reporter
A case of arson was reported on
Greek Row in Dogwood House Jan
28 at 9.02 a m There reportedly was
a fire in the bathroom trash can. The
incident currently is under investigation.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Assume the name of another
• Non-student Stewart J Turner, 19,
of Falmouth, was charged with
assuming the name of another in R-1
lot Jan. 25 at 10:12 p.m. The subject
allegedly was in possession of a fake ID
Simple Assault
• An incident of simple assault took
place in McGraw-Long Hall Jan 25
between 11 and 11:15 p.m. The incident currently is under investigation.

Underage

Possession

of

Alcohol
•Aaron M Kimmelman. 18. of Burke,
was arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol in
Huffman Hall Jan 26 at 2 am
• Lisa E. Rose, 19, of Maple Glen.
Pa , Megan Erhardt. 18, of Voorhees,
N.J.. Michelle L. Cary, 19, of Upper
Saddle River. N.J.. Jonathan E.
Taylor. 18. of Chesapeake, and
James P McNamara. 19, of N
Attleboro. Mass were arrested and
charged with underage possession
of alcohol Jan 26 at 2:34 a.m. on
Grace Street near Miller Hall.
• Peter C Baxter, 19, of Bath, N.Y,
was charged with underage possession of alcohol in the G-lot bus-stop
area Jan 27 at 12:31 a.m.
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Large kitchens fully equipped with modern appliances

1

Extra Capacity Washers & Dryers in every apartment
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Huge sparkling swimming pool
Awesome Clubhouse with large screen TV, DVD, stereo,
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State-of-the-art Business and Fitness Center

Visit our Leasing Center
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1941 Sunchase Drive
(off Nefff Avenue)
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for the Busy Student

• 4 Bedroom/4 Bath furnished apartments, individually
leased by the bedroom
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CORRECTION
In the Jan. 24 issue of The Breeze, the article "Survey says: students dissatisfied with
campus Financial Services" neglected to
mention that the name change of the
Student Financial Services office on the
2001 Continuing Student Survey may have
contnbuted to the increase in the percentage of students who Reported a decrease
in satisfaction.
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"The money prize is an added
bonus that the winners will
appreciate."

■ No bomb for Hitler
A Mexican author discusses
his book, which takes place
during World War II.

SARA EVANS

junior

see below

see below

Mexican author speaks on moral science
Bv I.AURA COCHRAN
contributing writer

International
Afghan schools open,
supplies are scarce
BY TOM BOWMAN

The Baltimore Sun

•

The Taliban regime came
to power the year ol
Nailma Popalzl's birth and
collapsed just in time lor her
to begin her education.
Nasima, 6. sat this week
on a maroon carpet at the
Zaghona Ana School with
her lirst-grade classmates,
who dipped their pens In ink
and carefully cralted the
swirling letters of Pashtun in
their notebooks.
Nasima, looking over her
" f as classmates wrote.
not join the exercise. Her
lly Is too poor to buy a wrlttng tablet and pen.
Education is free in
Afghanistan, and schools have
re-opened for girls. But the
Svernment. which is virtually
Ihout money, does not pay
(or students' supplies.
"All she can do is watch and
' see AFGHAN, page 4

National
Bush vows to win
war on terrorism,
revive economy
BY JODI ENDA

Knight-Ridder Newspapers
President Bush used his first
State of the Union address
day night to paint a grave
sobering picture of the
mtlal dangers facing the
Ited States and vowed to
them-head-on.
ie president appeared resolute as he Informed the public
there are likely "tens of thousands" of terrorists still at large.
that they have fanned out
around the globe, that they
were found to have diagrams
of American nuclear power
plants and water facilities and
that they are seeking weapons
of mass destruction.
"We'll be deliberate, yet
lime is not on our side." Bush
declared in his third address
to a Joint session of
Congress. "I will not wait on
avents while dangers gather.
I will not stand by as peril
draws closer and closer."
Raising his voice, he thundered: "The United States ol
America will not permit the
world's most dangerous
regimes to threaten us with ihe
world's most destructive
weapons. Our war on terror is
well begun, but it is only
begun. This campaign may not
.,,■ Ill SH i l,; i

Virginia
Undh says he understands charges
BY LENNY SAVINO MID
JIM PUZZANGIIERA

Knight-Ridder Newspapers
Accused Taliban soldier
John Walker Llndh told a
federal magistrate Thursday
that he understood the
charges against him, but
Lindh s lawyer said the case is
based on incriminating statements thai Lindh made after
he was denied counsel.
"My client was taken Into
custody on Dec. 1 and was
held for approximately 54
days," argued bndh's attorney,
James Brosnahan. "He
asked for a lawyer the first or
second day."
Judge W. Curtis Sewsll
said the matter of Lindh's
access to counsel — the first
big issue in the high-visibility
case — would be taken up in
a future hearing.
Lindh, 20. shorn of his long
black hair and beard, called
Sewell "sir" and responded
"Yes, I understand the
charges," when asked if he
understood the charges
against him. Looking alert and
healthy, he appeared in court
wearing a green prison lumpsuit.
His divorced parents, who
met with Lindh before the
hearing, sat next to each other
behind their son in preassigned seats. During parts
of the 14-mlnute proceeding,
Marilyn Undh, lanky with long
set ACCESS, page 7

An award-winning Mexican
author posed questions concerning the moral responsibility
of a scientist in his presentation
"Science
and
Literature"
Monday in Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium.
Jorge Volpi, director of the
Mexican Cultural Institute in
Paris and cultural attache1 at
the Mexican embassy, used his
book "In Search of Klingsor"
in a comparative discussion
with Michael Frayn's play
"Copenhagen" to illustrate the
similarities between the two
works and how both works
display the author's concerns
in accordance to the moral
responsibilities of a German
physicist in the first half of the
20th century.
"My novel describes the
process of the changing mental
ity of the scientist and of the
entire world during the war
(WWII)," Volpi said.
"In Search of Klingsor,"
winner of the 1999 Biblioteca
Breve Prize, combines history, science, love and spy
themes with a narrative
based on the 1941 meeting in
Copenhagen between the
German physicist Werner
Heisenberg and his old friend
Niels Bohr and other similar
episodes during the '40s and
'50s, according to Volpi. The
play "Copenhagen" also dramatzies the meeting.
Robert Goebel, head of
the foreign languages and
literatures
department
served as mediator for the
event. "Love, intrigue and
science are all tied in" to the
book, and this "parallels the
search in physics for a unified field theory," but the
book does not give any final
answers, Goebel said of
Volpi's novel.

an electron at the same time,"
according to Goebel.
Relating lo the uncertainly principle, Goebel said,
"One of the points Volpi
makes in his book is that this
scientific statement parallels
the relativistic worldview of
many (people) of the 20th
century."
Scientists should consider
moral philosophy when confronting decisions similar to
those the United States and
Germany faced during the
war, according to sophomores Jamie Mickelson and
Erica Davies.
"Everyone is going to think
differently about the moral situation presented in the novel,"
Mickelson said. "This makes an
unresolved ending lo Ihe novel
effective."
Davies said she appreciated
how the subject matter was presented with a twist. "It had substance but was creative," she
BECKY GABRIEL/>Mff phologmphrr said "An actual historical event
with personal insight made it
Author Jorge Volpi, right, and Robert Goebel. head of the foreign languages and literatures
interesting."
department, spoke Monday about Volpi's work "In Search of Klingsor." It examines the issues
Volpi is Ihe author of seven
of the moral responslblltles of scientists.
books and currently is workVolpi compared the differ- ing on a Inlogy that will focus
Investigations to discover
ence in degree of moral val- on three sections of the 20th
details of the 1941 meeting
ues
when speaking of a scien- century, according to Volpi.
between the two physicists, -66
tist who worked to build an
The first novel in the trilformer colleagues who worked
Everyone is going to atomic bomb for the United ogy is "In Search of
together on quantum mechanwhich led to future Klingsor," the second novel
ics and the uncertainty princithink differently about States,
usage, versus the moral val- will discuss the '60s and
ple, left many open-ended
ues of Heisenberg, who 70s, and the third novel will
questions as to what really
the moral situation
worked for Hitler.
be based on the fall of the
occurred on that day, accordWhether or not Heisenberg Berlin Wall in 1989.
presented in the novel.
ing to Volpi.
made sure his project "went
Volpi said he developed an
"We do not really know
— Jamie Mickelson in circles so as to deny Hitler interest in science when he
what happened on that day,"
iopl
mm
the
bomb,"
according
to
was
in primary school.
Volpi said. "As in Frayn's play,
But it was not until he expeGoebel, is left unsolved
'Copenhagen,' I also have an
The uncertainty principle rienced a few "terrible physiopen ending in my novel. The
formulated by Heisenberg cist professors" that he decidreader must decide what happrominent
concern served as another theme in ed to write about science.
pened in Copenhagen in 1941. The
"It is a world very interThen they must make a change appeared lo be the question of Volpi's book, according to
esting to me," Volpi said. "I
in the world based on his or her the moral standards the Goebel.
The uncertainty principle discovered I was a strange
German physicists had while
opinion."
He discussed many topics attempting to create Ihe atomic states, "We cannot determine writer, but it is very natural
the
position and the speed of for me."
found throughout his novel. bomb
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Contest to honor
student writing
BY FARMS GALE

contributing writer
Sponsors of the second
annual "Write On!" contest
hope to attract over 200
applicants for Ihe writing
competition.
Sponsored by the College ol
Arts and Letters, WMRA (on
campus radio station) and First
Year Involvement in Ihe Office
Of Residence Life, the contest is
open to undergraduates and
graduates in any discipline
ftCCOfdtng to Janette Martin,
..ssist.int professor in the
Writing Program and chairperson ol the Write On! committee.
last year there were 220
applicant. Martin said.
•'ii Itnb can submit -i piece
ot writing that they produced in
.i i ISM from Spring 2001 to
Spring 2002 semesters. Students
may enter one piece of writing,
and there is no length restriction
for submissions.
Martin said she believes that
Ihe contest is important because
"it rewards students for excellence in writing with a cash
RWara. It also gets students'
ideas matie public."
She said she feels that slu
dents' ideas will receive
large exposure because the
nine winning selections will
be published in an online
collection thai will be available by April.
The judges will consist of
|MU faculty and students from
each undergraduate COUagl Of
the uimvrMtv
Other judges include offcampus wnling specialist'Studtnta will compete in
three academic levels: freshman/sophomore, junior/senior
and gr.idu.iu
I'apers written for 100- and
200-level courses are considered
in the freshman/sophomore
category, 300- and 400-Ievel
courses for the junior /senior
category and graduate classes
for Ihe graduate category,
according to Martin
There are three winners for
aadl level: First place winners
will receive $200 each, second

place will win $100 each and
runner-ups, $50. An awards ceremony will be held May 3 to
honor the winners. First place
winners will read an excerpt
from their winning seltvtions at
the ceremony.
The deadline for the contest
is Feb. 11 at noon. Fnlry forms
can be found in Taylor Hall,
Warren I (all, the College Center
and
online
at

http://cMt.iinu.edu/i0Titin8/,
Studanta should submit their
work in the basement of
I1 uiis.ni Hall in n»m Cll.
I a< h participant should
include a completed form and
attach three hard copies along
with an assignment sheet for
each submission. The winning
entries must be available on a
disk in Microsoft Word format. The winners will be notified in March.
Senior |ason Bauer, a winner
from last year's competition,
entered the contest with a paper
thai he wrote for HIST 439: 20th
Century American Society and
Culture, taught by Steven Reich
The paper is htled "First
Strike lo Fallout: American
Culture, Nuclear War and Ihe
Movies, 1949-1999" He said
he felt lhal winning "was a
really unexpected thrill and a
great honor." Bauer said he
believes that the contest is
important because "communicating with Ihe written word is
a crucial skill not only in college, but in mosl any post-college career."
Bauer is now a writing nitOI
at Ihe l"YI Writing Center oper
aled by ORL, and in October he
presented the same paper at Ihe
Mid-Atlantic
Regional
Conference on Undergraduate
Studies at Sweet Briar College
in Virginia.
The contest appeals to students with different majors.
Junior Sara Evans said, "I
think the contest is a great way
lo recognize the writing skills
of students in various majors.
The money prize is an added
bonus that the winners will
appreciate."
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The RosenWIt's dog, Gaby. left, received a kidney transplant from Net, right.

Pet survives kidney transplant
Bv CAROLE GOLDBERG
The llarl/ord ( oiinint
Something wasn I righl with

Gaby
The usually playful, little,
soft-coated wheaten caim terrier was testy. Muscles in her back
were quivering. She was losing
interest in food and water.
It was during I lanukkah, a
buay iniu' tor the RoecnblltJ ol
West I lartford. Conn — Mark,
a lawyer; Harriet, a Khool office
manager, and then sons |eeaf,
18. and twins David and
Miihael. IS.
Hut they knew they had to
get their 4 1/2-year-old pet lo
the vat A hemiated disc was
suspected, but then blood test
results came Kick, and the news
was very bad.
I ;.ib\ s kidlH'vs were severe
ly damaged
"One was like .1 i.nsm and
the other was tailing." Mark
Roaanblil laid.
Wendy Ernst ol Vctcrm.ir\
">l>ev i.ilists of Connecticut held
out little hope. At most -Inbelieved, Gaby had senr.il
weeks left. She advised them to
take the dog home, make her
comfortable and wait for the
inevitable There had been a
kidney transplant program for
dogs at the University of
California, at Davis, but as tar as
Ernst knew, it had ended

The Rosenblits were devastated at the thought of losing
their 12 pound, tawny-furred
bundle of energy. They felt
Gaby was begging for help.
"She'd be looking up at you
with those brown eyes," Mark
Roatnbttl said.
We just didn't want lo take
our eyes off her," said Harriet
Rosenblit. who feared waking
up to tmd the dog had died.
I hen sons reliw-d lo avcept
that nothing could be done.
|esse Rosenblit went to the computer and began searching the
internet.
The diagnosis came on a
Wednesday,"
he
laid
Thursday. I stayed up till 1 or 2
a.m. online," eventually finding

theVrterinar) Medical teaching

Hospital at University of
California I I.IVIS had reinstated
its canine renal transplantation
pmgram.
As expert as the experts are,
don't consider it the last word,"
the father said.
Once they heard ol the program on Dec 7, "it wasn't sad
anymore," David Rosenblit
said. The smallest spark of hope
changed the whole atmosphere,
his mother said.
By Dec. 11, Mark Rosenblit
HTM on a plane heading to
California, where Gaby would
be evaluated lo see if she was a

good transplant candidate.
"She was within two weeks
of her diagnosis, was not anemic and was active, with no gastrointestinal ulceration," said
Lynda Bernsteen, director of the
Canine Transplant Service at
UC Davis.
, Now, what was needed was a
donor dog. And if one was
found, the Roser.blits had to
agree to adopt it after the surgery.
"You lake the kidney, and
vou take the rest of him." Mark
Rosenblit said.
The transplant service
works with an animal shelter,
which had an abandoned 2
1/2-year-old Manchester terrier. Though unrelated, it
became Gaby's donor with the
help of anti-rejection drugs.
The transplant was performed
Dec 14.
While Gaby recuperated.
Rosenblit Hew home Dei. 25
with Ihe black-and-brown
donor dog, which n'sembles a
mini-Doberman pinscher. The
family named him Nes —
Hebrew (or "miracle." David
picked out the name
"It was a miracle at
I lanukkah," he said.
Mark Rosenblit flew back to
get Gaby on New Year's Eve,
and they returned Jan. 3.
"She looks great," Ernst said.
"She's a tough little cookie."
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Bush outlines military spending for coming months
HI

\H from p^sjtfJ

lv finished on our watch, wt it
must be and it will be waged on
OUT watch "
Enormously popular as he
begim his second year in office.
Bush delivered a 48-minute
wartime speech to try to set the
lone tor the coming months and
VQMB, l" rally thf nation behind
him for what could be a long
and unpredictable battle against
.i dittorenl kind of enemy.
The president never mentioned Osama bin laden, the
Saudi-bom fugitive who is consklervd tin1 mastermind of the
Sept. 11 attack on America. But
much of his speech grew out of
that day.
"We can't stop short," Bush
said. "If we stopped now —
leaving terror camps intact and
terror states unchecked — our
sense of security would be fabe
and temporary."
Though his speech was
overwhelmingly about war
abroad. Bush also addraned
his greatest fight at home —
thf battle against the recession
His top priorities, he said, are
to defeat terrorism, to protect
the nation from further attack

volunteers to help fire and
polke departments.
The president said the new
volunteer organization would
seek to recruit 200,000 people.
He also said he would double
the si/e of the Peace Corps,
currently 7,000 strong, and
expand its work to more
Islamic nations
"This time of adversity offers
a unique moment of opportunity, a moment we must vi/e SO
change our culture," Bush said.
Through
the
gathering
momentum of millions of acts of
service and decency and kindness, I know we can overcome
evil with greater good."

-66As we gather tonight,
our nation is at war.
our economy is
in recession...
- George VV. Bush
Presidenl
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"As we gather tonight, our
nation is at war. our eCOnom)
is in recession and the dvUized
world faces unprecedented
dangers." Hush iakl "Yet the
state of our union has never
been stronger."

Echoing President John F.
Kennedy's call to patriotic service* Bush also called on
Americans to give something
back to their nation. He asked
dozens to commit at least two
yean or 4,(XX) hours of their
Hvea 10 community service.
It you aren't sure how to
help, I've got a good place to
start," he said. 'To sustain and
extend the best that has
emerged in America, I invite
you to join the new USA
Freedom Corps "
The USA Freedom Corps, he
said, will respond to crises at
home, rebuild communities and
extend "American compassion
throughout the world " To help
fortify the nation against further
terrorist attacks, he asked for
retired doctors and nurses to
mobilize in emergencies and for

Bush made clear that the war
that seemed so straightforward
in Afghanistan is about to get
more complicated.
He warned of three regimes
in particular — North Korea,
Iraq and Iran — that he said
must be stopped from developing weapons of mass destruction that could be disseminated
to terrorists
States hke these and their
terrorist allies constitute an axis
of evil, arming to threaten the
peed ' t the world." he said.
It was Bush's first speech to a
joint session of Congress since
he tried to calm the nation nine
days after the attacks on the
World Trade Center and the
Pentagon. Bush's first speech to
Congress was to unveil his budget last year.
Bush walked into the House
of Representatives chamber to
loud applause and cheers, but
quickly got down to business.
Vice President Dick Cheney
sit behind him. a development
notable only because the two
men have been kept apart dur-

ing much of the time since the
Sept. II attacks. Interior
Secretary Gale Norton was
absent, to ensure that one
Cabinet member would preserve the line of presidential
succession should disaster
strike the Capitol.
Bush said the intelligence
gathered since the war began in
Afghanistan pointed to the
rough road ahead.
"Our
discoveries
in
Afghanistan confirmed our
worst fears and showed us the
true scope of the task ahead," he
said. "We have found diagrams
of American nuclear power
plants and public water facilities, detailed instructions for
nuking chemical weapons, surveillance maps of American
, ides and thorough descriptions
of landmarks in America and
throughout the world."
Bush emphasized that he
expects other nations to join the
United States in the battle
against terrorism. He warned
that "some governments will be
timid in the face of terror. And
make no mistake: If they do not
act, America will."
With the nation in leteerion
and Bush presiding over the
first federal budget deficit in
four years, he did not offer the
usual list of spending proposals
that mark most State of the
Union speeches.
The
administration
is
proposing a huge increase in
defense spending — $48 billion
in the fiscal year that begins Oct.
1 — for a total Pentagon budget
of $379 billion. If Congress
approves the increase would be
the largest in two decades Bush
noted that the war on terrorism
is costing $30 million a dayBush also is asking for
$37.7 billion for homeland
security, almost double the
current budget for that postSept. 11 program. He said he
would focus these efforts on
four key areas: bioterronsm,
emergency response, airport
and border security and
improved intelligence.
In an effort to boost the
economy,
the
president
pushed Congress to pass tax
breaks for businesses and
extra relief for the unemployed "in the same spirit of

cooperation we have applied
in our war on terrorism."
Bush addressed the mushrooming Fnron debacle delicately. He chose not to point fingers, but to call for stricter
accounting practices and corporate disclosure.
The official Democratic Party
response to Bush's address
reflected the public's broad
bipartisan support for the war.
House of Representatnes
Minority Leader Richard A.
Gephardt of Missouri assured
the president and the nation
that the country speaks with
one voice against terrorism.
"Like generations that
came before us, we will pay
any price and bear any burden
to make sure that this proud
nation wins the first war of
the 21st century," Gephardt
said, echoing Kennedy's inaugural address. Since Sept. 11,
he said, "there's been no daylight between us in this war
on terrorism. We've met
almost every single week and
built a bipartisan consensus
that is helping America win
this war."

-66Yet the state of our
union has never been
stronger.
— George \V. Bush
Presidenl

-99
But Gephardt noted growing
partisan divisions over domestic issues intensified in this election year when control of both
houses of Congress is up for
grabs. The House Democratic
leader said Democrats would
not necessarily side with Bush
on such issues as tax cuts, Social
Security, Medicare, overhauling
campaign-finance laws and the
bankruptcy of Enron.
"I refuse to accept that
while we stand shoulder to
shoulder on the war, we
should stand toe to toe on the
economy." Gephardt said.

Afghan students cope with no
books, other classroom materials
AFGHAN, from page 3

Ana became a school for boys
under the Taliban, who banned
education for women.
The governor of Kandahar,
Gul Argha Sharzai, changed it
back to a school for girls a
month agO
The classnxuns have blackboards and wooden desks but
neither lights nor heat.
The school's principal, Atta
Mohammed Shikhal, a calming
presence with a turban and
white beard, taught math here
for 25 years until the Taliban
Came to power Strolling the
hallways and visiting classrooms to offer words of encouragement, he offers a list of needed items — things the school
once had.
"We need a laboratory and
books and notebooks and a
library," he said. "And uniforms for the children. We need
so much."

listen," said, Afifa Marat.
Down the hallway, two
dozen teenagers shared the
few textbooks and listened as
their
geography
teacher
described the Earth's hemispheres and equator, and how
the changing angle of the sun
determines the seasons.
Sailhila Karami, 18, was
bom in Kabul. Her family fled
to Pakistan when the Taliban
came to power. She has been
more fortunate than most of her
I latamatM because her brother,
who works as a nurse, has
tutored her in English and
math But that is the most help
her family can offer.
"My family can't afford
books," she said. "I have
only one."
Tens of thousands of
Afghan students are facing a
threat to their futures, because
of the lack of government
issist.ince for schools. The
provincial government is just
getting on its feet and is counting on millions of dollars in
aid from foreign governments,
including the United States.
"They promised, but there is
no action," said Hayatullah
Raligi, deputy director of the
Ministry of Education, which is
struggling to find classroom
spare for thousands of children.
Conditions are less than
ideal for teaching or learning.
Many schools are in disrepair
from Uniting or neglect. Teacher
salaries are only $40 per month;
the U.S. Army pays laborers $9
a day for filling sandbags at
Kandahar Air Base. The distant
goal for teacher salaries, Rafigi
says, is $200 a month.
Zaghona' Ana School is
tucked between a car repair
shop and a vacant lot on a
dusty side street. The campus
is marked by a rusty metal
gate bearing a sign picturing a
Kalashnikov rifle with a red
line through it: No guns
allowed. There are two vo!le\
ball nets, a swing and several
one-story buildings made of
sun-dried brick.
The halls echo with the
sounds of girls talking and
laughing. Founded as a girls
school 48 years ago, Zaghona

-66
My family can't afford
books. I have only one.
— Sailhila Karami
Afghani student

-99 —
Dr. Ghulam K.ikmi Wardak,
a health officer with the United
Nations Children's Fund,
recalled visiting a school with
120 students in one classroom
— and no books.
"Wt horrible," Wardak
said. "We're just starting
from scratch."
In March, UN1CEF intends
to begin providing Afghan students with paper, pens and
book bags. Teachers will get
maps and blackboards.
The Taliban cared little about
secular education, but many of
the problems began in the
1980s, during the war against
the Soviet Union. The antiSoviet moujahedeen suspected
many teachers of being
Communists,
and
killed
instructors and destroyed
schools, Wardak said. A wellorganized education system is
years away.
"It will take time," he said.

Conference Assistant
...A Real Experience
i
Communication

(5*>)434-7z3-f

LAYER

THURSDAY
Jan.
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30%

UP SALE

Winter isn't over uet.

TODAY
Peb. 1ST

Get top aualitt) outdoor
clothing at the best price

off
SATURDAY
NC

Do You Have What It Takes?

Peb.Z

50%

jQualifications...
Excellent < lustomer Service
Muhi-1 asking and lime Management Skills
I earn Oriented

[Expectations...
Available to Work Ma) 6,h Aug. 15.2002
Attend April Training Sessions
Work in .11 ast Paced, Office l nvironment
Serve as Primarj Contact u> (amps and Conferences
Be Able to Work Nights. Weekends, and Overnight Shifts

& Results...

Great Salary: S5000!!!
(ireai Friends!!!
Great Experience!!!
Info Sessions: 2/1 Ha 3pm. Taylor 302
2/136 4pm, Taylor 306

Applications are Available in E&C office, raylor 233
Must be Returned bj 5pm Friday, February 22nd
ease Contact Joyce lee. 568-2328 or leejVojmu.edu
^T<>nlerences

or

>

off
Waterproof, windproofand breathable sU jacket

BASIC LAYERING.

as low as iW, $ you wait unbl Saturday, Ta>. F"

Limited Sizes and Quantities
the Longer You Wait

tggUrricrwtnr
Wkliii^ferk

CMA ir-i<=.i_C-Jir»i

breatnable shells bi
anA
Regulator; high performance fleece and
long underwear by pBIfljOlBft _

Long underwear by fefflfflW
Sale Items Include All Shells, Fleece, Long Underwear,
Gloves, Hats, Parkas, Shirts, and Pants.
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Port Republic changes to take effect by fall
PORT, from page 1
others who travel on it,"
Brockwell said. The area under
construction is one of the main
arteries to JMU student apartment complexes and town
homes.
Bolstering its efforts to
improve community relations,
members of SGA were
extremely pleased to be asked
by the HCC for its approval of
the plan, Brockwell said. "This

is the first time the city has
come to us to get student
input," Brockwell said.
Markel said, "Students will
notice a substantial benefit
along Port Republic Road
when everyone returns to class
next fall, not only in their cars,
but increased safety for bikers
and those that walk along that
stretch of the road."
Harrisonburg will know if
it has received the grant money

for Phase Two sometime in the
spring. If the plan is approved,
completion of the project will
occur in May 2004.
There currently are no definite plans for Phase Three of
the project.
Residents of apartment
and town house complexes
located off Port Republic
Road feel that the construction is a temporary inconvenience, but the outcome will be

-46Construction will be a
pain, but I think it will
be worth it. Right now 1
try to avoid Port
Republic completely.
— Kelley Keegan
" sophomore

worthwhile.
Junior Don Swan, a
Foxhill resident, soul, "I have
sat at the light coming out of
Foxhill for over 20 minutes
before because there is too
much traffic heading Into
campus. So far, the construction hasn't been loo
much of a hassle, and I think
eventually it will be a great
improvement from the way
the road is now."
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Students discuss decision
to go to school out of state
STVDENTS.from page 1
quality education, a good
atmosphere and top-notch
technology for a better price
than most other schools."
JMU administrators currently do not know what the
tuition rates will be for the
2002- '03 academic year, Eton
said. Plans for the new budget will be presented for final
approval to the Board of
Visitors March 22. The tuition
also will depend on the joint
proposal by Cilmorc and
Warner. The state legislature
has not made a decision and
will not know until late
February when the House
and the Senate meet to
exchange budget proposals
and resolve conflicts, according to Eton.

Sophomore Kilk \ Keegan
Mid '•he will be living i'i lh.South View apartment complex next w.n
I will be traveling
on that road a lot in the next
two years, whatever makes
for les.s Irollk is fine by me.
( onttructton will be a pain,
but 1 think it will be worth it
Right now, I try to avoid Port
Republic
completely,"
Keegan Hid

Clubs use night to spread purpose

Summer term tuition will be
substantially different for nonVirginians this year. In-state
students will continue to pay
$52 per hour, while tuition for
others will increase from $248
to $270 per hour.
Room and board fees also
were raised from $5,290 to
$5,458 this year for both instate and out-of-state undergraduates. Approvals still
must be made before new figures for the 2002-03 academic
year are determined.
This is the first in a series that will
examine major differences in the
financial concerns of in- and outof-state IMU students. Other
issues to be tackled include scholarships and travel.

CLUBS, from page 1
ities, like the Valentine's Day
rose sale and Benefit Ball for
JMU students, a semiformal
that will raise money for
Harrisonburg High School
kids. We also want to initiate
new members. We have a lot
of older members, and we
need some new, younger
members."
Sophomore
Craig
Shackelford said, "It was a
great opportunity to see the
different types of activities
offered at JMU that I was
unaware of. I was especially
interested in the table tennis
club. They seemed really excited and enthusiastic about their
sport."
The founders of the table
tennis club, sophomores Mike

Bobbin and Chris Brindley.
said, "Our purpose is to
increase the popularity of the
sport table tennis and get people here at JMU involved in the
most popular racquet sport in
the world."
Bobbin also expressed his
anticipation for the team's
journey to the East Coast
Finals at Virginia Tech in the
spring.
Several a cappella groups
also were showcased this
spring. Noteoriety, one of
JMU's all-women a cappella
groups, showcased not only its
club but also its new CD,
according to junior Note-oriety
member Rhea Hesse.
Sophomore member I'am
Hoover said, "We have a
new CD coming out in April,

and we wanted to use
Student Organization Night
as an opportunity for stu-

-66... the more people thai
know about [NoteOriety], the better.
— Pam Hoover

sophomore. Noic-Onely member

-9?
dents to pre-order it. We also
wanted to spread our name.
We use our benefit concerts
to raise money, and the more
people that know about us.

the better."
Morrow also wanted to
note the charitable offerings of
local businesses along with the
time and donations of JMU
I Hnfalg Services «ind UPB.
Students in attendance had
the opportunity to win door
prizes from local companies
including Buffalo Wild Wings,
Plan 9 Music, Valley Lanes and
Dominos Pizza, among others.
"I hope students will continue
to enjoy this event and find
worthwhile
involvement
opportunities while they are
here," Morrow said.
For more information on
any of the clubs or org,ini/.»
lions at JMU, students can
access Student Organization
Services at xinincjmu.ettu/ncenter/sos/ctubs.

'ome to the basenfent of Anthony-Seeger TODAY at 6 p.m.

toff Waiters Workshop
■i^^^H

Summer Jobs
on the

ILc&ffy ILiiwiiinicg

Chesapeake Bay
Work and play with campers and friends in one of our
many program areas:
Sailing
Canoeing
Tennis
Lacrosse
High and Low Ropes

Nature
Waterskiing
Swimming
Mtn. Biking
Arts & Crafts
Basketball
Horseback Riding
Field Hockey
Nursing and office staff and much more!

Recruiters on Campus:

Monday, February 4 in Warren Hall
from 10AM-2PM
Interviews and Applications Available
If you cannot he there, contact:
Elizabeth Staib at YMCA Camp Tockwogh
410-348-6004 or estaib@ymcade.org

5 Bedroom Loft

Hunters Ridge
(Limited Availability)

■-* I \N
SI l(
«. ASSOCIATES
Pn-'lH'iiy M.m.<<jernenl. inc.

Infn a Kunkhouici Management.*

West Side Barber Shop
and Styling Solon

Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

$6.oo
Hair Cuts
Men & Women
7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Walk-Ins
635 W Market St
Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

Rte 33 W across from
Rockingham New Holland

442-6722

Sharon, Debbie, Crystal, Brenda, Nicole R. Sara,
Michelle, and Nicole C. formerly of the Hair Corral
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Instant messaging: wave of the business future?
lit MlKI RIOIM 1 I
ih, Daily Vlaette
Before tdwtcm m commit*
and communication technology, the •queak of an open door
usualh senl lignalsol lomconc
entering a nnmi or hinges
needing «>il
Ova the past two or three
veara, the sound of an opening
door has sparked excitement
and CUriOBuy in millions ol
Internet users
rhe axdtamenl comes bom
wondering who on the "Buddy
l 1st* just signed on and what
kinds i>r interesting thinga them
are to chat about.
Instant managing (IM) software has gained enormous populani\ inreoem ^eareaccording
to experts in Ihe Held, and the
naming phenomenon behind
these programs and their effects
on users has warranted the
interest ol scademk study.
Kevin I ee, assistant pn feast *
of communication at Illinois
State University currently is
studying IM and is in possession
IT

ol recent research on me Bubfect
1fc identified fbui major programs as the most popular in
IM software: AOl. Instant

Messenger (AIM), Microsoft's
MSN
Messenger.
Yahoo
Messenger and ICQ.
I here are several others.
but those are the most popular
St this point/' lee said.
He said the single most
popular program might

available and the number of
users increase, interest from different areas increases as well.
'I'd say in the last two to
three years, the explosion in
its use and popularity has
drawn the attention of scholars and industry analysts

\ an regionally.

also,' Lee said.

6 6Clearlyfrom the Pew
study, a lot of teenagers
are using {IM]...
-Kevin Lee
Urinal protem Ol lommuniijlion.
Illinois State L'

"Initially, I believe it was
AOl. Instant Messenger, but as
is typical of Microsoft, when
they SSS competition, they nse
to the iKcasion," Let* said.
I as added Microsoft might
soon be especially popular
among business users.
As mom programs become

A study by Jupiter Media
Metric conducted last year
reported the number of new
users of IM increased by 28
percent to 53.8 million users
from September 2000 to
September 2001.
Use in the home of IM software — measured in total used
minutes — increased 48 percent
over the same period.
Internet researchers Pew
Internet and American life also
conducted a major IM study
that turned up statistics from
the 12-17 age group.
The numbers of users and
their reasons for using IM seem
to be increasing over time, and
current problems with the programs may soon make IM a
more universal application.
"The challenge now is if you
have AOl. Instant Messenger
and a friend has MSN

Messenger, you can't talk to
each other," Lee said.
He added some software has
been released that can interface
with multiple programs. For
example, Odigo 10 will work
with AIM. Yahoo Messenger
and ICQ.
In addition, universal languages — Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) and SIP for
Instant Mi washing and Presence
Leveraging (SIMPLE) — may
help with the process.
"With SIP and SIMPLE you
would have a (universal) platform," Lee said.
Video may also soon be a
common feature of IM programs — especially in the
business world.
According to the )upiter
Media Metric study, business
use of IM has increased HO
percent over the September
2000 to September 2001 period
of time.
"Clearly from the Pew
study, a lot of teenagers are
using |1M]," Lee said. "But also
businesses are highly interested in (IM) because ... in the
aftermath of Sept. II people
have scaled down travel

Busmesses are highly interested in cutting costs and avoid
ing travel safety challenges
"Businesses are looking at
this as a way S3 have meetings
from several different locations
at onetime," he said

-66Businesses are looking
at this as a way to have
meetings from several
different locations ...
— Kevin Lee
assistant professor ol communication.
Illinois State U
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State
Farm
Insuronic
spokesperson Ana CompainRomero said State Farm dOM
us*' videoconferencing but din's
not use IM in a traditional sense
tor chat
We have not been able to
identify any specific business
need that would cause us to
has'e |IM|," she said. "We've got
people who've looked at it and

studied it. but the threshold is,
i- it going to contribute significantly to the way we do businCM, •""' wc haven't found
that it has.
"We have an internal network that's pretty fast so if I
lend an le-mail] to the person
sitting next to me, they get it
almost instantly," CompainRomcmsaid.
Although State Farm does
not necessarily lit statistics of
recent studies. Let sees youth's
familiarity with IM as some
thing that will be beneficial in
the lutun?.
"There's a generation
growing up right now that
understands the benefits, who
understands the benefit of
having live, real-time communu.ition," Lee said. "I think
they'll be able to move pretty
seamlessly into the work
environment and use it for
business tasks."
Sophomore at Illinois State
University Valerie Bolak may be
one of those wjio benefits. She's
been using AIM for approximately three years.
"Since I got ResNet, I'm on
| AIM 1 all the time," Bolak said.

Interested in reporting JMU news? The news crew wants you!
No experience necessary.
Contact Lindsay, Richard and James at x8-6699 or x8-8041.
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Hometown Music
GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS,

PA

- mh».hom<>t<iwnmusic.n<l

mam

A Percussion Sale, j^

t 9t,

10-6

AND MORE

BOHCOS,

HARDWARC AND ACCISSORICS
FROM GIBRALTAR, TAMA,
IP 8. IOCA

Applications are available for the
University Program Board
Executive Council

Sim Hurt:
Tie, That, Fit
10-5 Stf

MOB.

Closed VMflMi'iy
I Switt

434-4159 • 2990 S Main Street

*************************

\

Chinese Restaurant
4lee 5belioe>iy

$10.00 Mi*umu*H - JlimiUd Aiea

Mon- Thurs. 11 am -10 pm
Fit- Sun. till 11 pm
Store Hours May Vary No MSG Upon Request No Checks Accepted

Director of Arts Events
Director of Cinematic Events
Director of Cinematic Promotions

Special
Combination Platters

Lunch Special

Director of Event Promotions

Served with Fried Rice A k'gg Roll

$3.95

$6.50

Full Menu Available in Store

"•1

(540)568-9899
1031 Porl Republic Rd
in Port Crossing
Shopping Center
next to Food Lion

The following positions
are available for 2002-2003: /

•
■H

Director of Hospitality
Director of Issues and Cultural Awareness

(540)438-1919

>

1-81

Director of Finance

625 J Mt Clinton Pike
Near EMU
n Park View Plaza
Shopping Cenler
behind F&M Bank

2

Glutta CtspAeU ^beliuetA like. l^iylMdtf.'i, HuAUt&U

OPES ARE LOOKING FOR MOTIVATED
ENERGETIC STUDENT LEADERS!

sPiGG.

Director of Membership
Director of Multimedia and Graphic Design
Director of Musical Events

Applications
are due
Friday, Feb. 5
by 5:00 p.m.

Director of Print Advertising
Director of Public and Media Relations
Director of Technical Services
Director of Variety Entertainment

Pick up your application now
in Taylor 203
*************************

3 PEER EDUCATORS Z
ARE WE LOOKING FOR YOU?

The University Program Board (UPB) is a non-profit
student organization which provides a variety of
educational, cultural, and entertainment events for
the JMU community. One of the largest organizations
on campus, it is governed by an Executive Council
and more than 400 members.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN APPLYING TO BE
AN OUTRIGGER, COME TO OUR INFORMATION SESSION
MONDAY. FEB. 4

6pm TAYLOR 400
EMAIL: club-outriggers
http:/AA< ww.jmu.edu/orgs/outriggcr

For more info, call 568-6217
or visit www.upb.ort>
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Access to legal counsel becomes Lindh case's first issue

POUCE LOG, from page 3

ACCESS, from page ^
black hair streaked with
gray, sometimes clenched her
eyes closed.
Later, outside the red brick
courthouse in the Washington
suburb of Alexandria, she told
reporters; "It's been two years
since I last saw my son. It was
wonderful to see him this morning. My love for him is unconditional and absolute."
Lindh's father Frank, a
former Justice Department
attorney, said: "John loves
America. We love America.
John did not do anything
against America ... He never
meant
harm
to
any
American, and he never did
harm any American."
I.indh,
whom
Sewell
deemed a flight risk and
ordered held without bond, is
charged with helping terrorist

Possession of Marijuana
Robert C. Martoglio, 18,
of Caldwell. N.J.. was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, possession ol
marijuana and underage
possession of alcohol in
Willow Hall between 354
and 4:30 a.m.
•
Joseph. D. Sheehan,
18, of Midlothian, was
arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana
Jan. 28 at 11:10 p.m.

E

organizations in Afghanistan
and conspiring with 0M of
them, Osama bin Liden's alQaida, to kill American soldiers
Two of the four counts COuU
bring life imprisonment. The
other two — for allegedly helping terrorist groups — carry
penalties of 10 years each.
The case against Lindh
hinges largely on damaging
Statements he made to FBI
agents after, they say, he voluntarily signed away his right to
speak to a lawyer.
Attorney General John
Ashcroft underscored that
point Thursday.
"He chose to waive his
right to an attorney, both oral
ly and in writing, before his
statement to the FBI," Ashcroft
told reporters
According to Brosn.ih.m,
Lindh "repeatedly asked for a

lawyer," before he signed a
waiver of counsel presented
to him by FBI interrogators. It
is unclear whether Lindh
made the initial request to
FBI agents or to his U.S. military jailkeepers.
The FBI's affidavit, dated
Dec. 9-10, states that lindh
said bin Laden had thanked
him for joining in the holy war
against America. Lindh also
said he had learned in June
from an al-Qaida training
camp instructor that the terrorist group had sent suicide
bombers to the United States,
Those statements could be
thrown out if Lindh asked for
and was denied an attorney
befon' he talked, said Joseph
Kussoniello, dean of San
Francisco Law School and a formal U.S. attorney for Northern
California. This would likely be

true even if Lindh made his
request of military captors,
Russuniello said.
Although a military prisoner is not entitled to an
attorney, Kussoniello said a
court probably would not
make a distinction between
military and FBI custody.
The bottom line, he said, is
that I-indh was being held by
United States authorities and
"his insistence to the right to
counsel before answering questions would preclude the use of
any statements derived that
ignored that request."
Henry Hockeimer, a former federal prosecutor who
practices in Philadelphia,
Pa. agreed.
"Once the bell rings," and
a suspect requests a lawyer,
"you
can't unring
it,"
Hockeimer said.

Property Damage
• Michael K. Kennedy, 20,
ol Manchester, Md., was
arrested and charged with
destruction of property Jan.
25 at 11:28 p.m.
The subject allegedly
was destroying the top of a
trash container.
A JMU student reported
property damage to their room
door in Bluertdge Hall, Jan. 27
at 2:08 a.m.

Read the fine print: If something newsworthy is going on,
give the news desk a call at X8-6699.

Petty Larceny
•
A JMU student reported
larceny of a JAC from
Chesapeake Hall Jan. 27 at
7:42 p.m.
Judicial Referrals
•
Five JMU students were
judicially referred for underage
consumption of alcohol Jan.
26 at 2:34 a.m.
•
A JMU student was judicially referred for underage
consumption of alcohol at
Willow Hall Jan. 26 between
3:54 a.m. and 4:30 a.m.
•
A JMU student was judicially referred for underage
consumption and non-compliance in the G-lot bus-stop area
Jan. 27 at 12:31 a.m.
•
A JMU student was judicially referred for property
damage Jan. 27 at 2:08 p.m.
•
A JMU student was judicially referred for an alcohol
violation Jan 28 at 11:10 p.m.
Number of Drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 88
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Tax refunds checks cashed,
payroll checks, insurance &
almost all other types of
checks cashed!

Sunday & Monday]
9:00 pm - 1:00 am

■ FCC money orders until
March 1st 2002
(No Strings Attached).
Money orders normally 25$

Wednesday, Friday
Saturday, Sund

ft\ Harrisonburg

y Unitarian Universalists
Service 10:30 a.m.

We respect the inherent north ami tttglllty ofevtr) person and Instil I
tonality and companion in human relations.
Phone: 867.0073 Visitors Welcome
Itlip:. IHMIH .i i< .i mi linn Kmail: hbvgf rita-iH'1
Knr possible campus ■•■ting information tonlail Ralph Grant |mtrft jmu.nlu
Knutr .'.». 5 miles »esl of Ifburu ul l)al<- Knlrrprisr Sihoolhnuw

442-1450

Cloverleaf Shopping Center, Harrisonburg, Va.

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing

| "a unique and exiting store"

A TOUCH
OF THE

*

#fc.

^

DRUM SALE
'
°* on ^

Save 2S 50%

^^
EARTH

drums and stock!!
through Saturday, February 9th
*

* *

163 South Main Street

^

* '

432-1894 for hours »nd information

"Spirit Quest"
A Journey For Youth. Ages ■> Through 17, Sl'MM)"* til 10:30A M

Tapestries

Don't miss your chance to ...

ltal

> .
i

M

England

France

>*

X
Belgium

life Dai^adll itei&Mi^ til i/itHy y^jul/j \u ikiMtehWutSU®>
•jiifc
urin
onment. a

Hours- Mon-Sat: 12-11 pm Sun: 12-7pm
-walk-ins or by appointment-privacy assured990 Reservoir ST • Harrisonburg

7

Cloverleaf Check Cashing

Valleu lanes
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Ghana

MalU

Now accepting applications for
Summer 2002, Fall 2002 and Spring 2003!

Deadline: February lf 2002

i

/^\

For more information, contact the Office of International Programs,
5686419, internatipnal@jmu.edu, w»w.]mu.eduv international
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News

Deadline: Tuesday,February 5
Questions? Call Allison at
568-6541 or email
<the bluestone@jmu.edu>

The time for this year's Shoot Yourself contest has
arrived. The Bluestone staff invites students to submit
their most creative photos according to the following
guidelines': your photo needs to show a glimpse of
your life at JMU outside the stereotypical college life.
For example you and your roommates potluck dinner or
your road trip to Florida. We have left the theme broad
to encourage variety and creativity. Yet at the same
time we can not and will not accept photos containing
inappropriate content.
A selection of the submissions will be featured in the
book as the Shoot Yourself contest, but the top three
winning photos will be large feature photos.
Drop off all photos in Anthony Seeger, room 217 with
your name and year, local phone number, local AND
permanent address, the names of the people in your
photo and the title of the photo. Write the info on a
separate piece of paper or on a post-it note, DO NOT
write on the back of the picture. All pictures will be
returned in May, or mailed to your
permanent address over the summer.
Photos may also be sent through
campus mail addressed to The Bluestone Attn:
Shoot Yourself, MSC 3522.
For examples of past Shoot Yourself
winners, visit the Bluestone website at
www.imu.edu/thebluestone.

The Bluejlone
Tha Yearbook of James Madiaon University
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EMOTION:

A

Brought to you by the
University Program Board
mil ■nun iiiiniiir

SELECTION OF WORKS BY ARTIST MEGAN SPEIGHT

Accessible through www.upb.org/Emotion. Available Feb. 1 through Feb. 28

Tuesday, Feb. 5:
Rain Date: Tuesday, Feb. 12

Watch as two ice-sculptors create their own
sculptures, and sign up to create
one of your own!

Translucence: Ice-Sculpting
on the
Demonstration at 11:00 a.m.
Commons
Scheduled 11 noon-1:00 p.m.
instructions i :oo p.m.-i:00 p.m.
ii:IX) p.m.-3:()0 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 6
Barr
Taylor Down Under |
9:00 p.m.
FREE

Sign-ups available in the
UPB office, Taylor 203. Participant of the
Limited slots available. First come, first served. 2001 Talent Jam

Tuesday, Feb. 12

DON'T FORGET
UPB Exec
Applications
due by 5:00 p.m.

to Taylor 203

Saturday, Feb. 16

Black Art Expo

Ludacris

150 Franklin St. Gallery

w/2 Skinnee J's

3:00-6:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be provided
(Please call for directions)

Convocation Center
Show starts @9:30p.m.
Doors open @8:30 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 18-Get your tickets for...

Comedian Dave Chappelle
Warren Hall Box Office
7:00 p.m.
See turn:
April 1
Wilson Hall
8:00 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 8

$10w/JAC, limit 2
$14 general public/door

Wednesday, Feb. 20

The Tony Award-Winning
Broadway Musical

Show starts @8:00 p.m.
Doors open @7:00 p.m.

$5 General Admission
Tickets available at Warren Hall Box Office

For more information, call the UPB office at 568-6217 or visit our website at www.upb.org

THURSDAY, JAN.

"As humans our role is even
more crucial; it is to be
compassionate."
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JULIA REIS

sophomore
see letter, below
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EDITORIAL

New dimension added to downtown
Downtown continues
to grow even without the
help of community leaders, as suggested by The
Space, which opened with
a bang Saturday night.
According to the Jan. 28
edition of The Breeze, four
bands from around the
state welcomed the new
inhabitant of a downtown
building with a benefit
concert that raised $200.
This time, it's not
another arts organization
or
even
a
Harrisonburg merchant
taking root in the quaint
downtown arena — it's
a volunteer group.
According to tne Sept.
27 edition of The Breeze,
revitalization of the downtown arts district is well
underway. The article said
the district will bring a
cultural and economic
boost to the city. On the
flip side, organizers of The

Space bring a new dimension of political activism
and
volunteerism
to
downtown that was originally not seen. All things
considered, downtown is
changing for the better.

-66
Food Not Bombs will
likely thrive because of
volunteer-minded
college students...
99The Space is the new
location for Food Not
Bombs, an international
network of egalitarian volunteers providing food to
low-income people as well
as
political
support.

Giving out food is not
their only objective. It also
spreads the word about
non-violent direct action
to change society.
The volunteer aspect
The Space brings to downtown contrasts with most
businesses already in place
and adds further variety to
the downtown scene. Food
Not Bombs will likely
thrive because of volunteer-minded college students and brings a new
way of looking at things
into the community.
Keeping in mind that
downtown is part of the
community, not JMU, the
community will benefit as
well. Due to its central
and high-visibility location on Main Street across
from
Massanutten
Regional Library, members of the community
likely
will
become
involved. Also integral to

The Breeze
Editor

Julie Sproeswr

Managing editor
Ads manager
News editor
News editor
As*l news editor
Opinion editor
Style editor
focus editor
Assl. slyle/fbcus editor
Sports editor
Asst. sports editor
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Copy editor
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Photo editor
Art Dirtctor
Graphics Editor
Webmaster
Online editor
Online design editor
Advisers
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Christine Anderson
Richard Sakshaug
Lindsay Marti
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knmfrr Surface
Danielle Potuto
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Drew Wilson
)eanlne Cajewski
Jennifer Sikorski
Robert Nart
|ane McHugh
Meghan Murphy
Stephanie Nelson
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"To the press atone, chequered as it is with abuses, trie world is
indebted for all tlie triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— fames Madison

EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial fdssttt the opinion of ihe cditori.il hoard as a whole, and 1$ m«
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"... it's not another arts
organization or even a
Harrisonburg merchant taking root in the quaint
downtown arena — it's a
volunteer group. "
see house editorial, below

JESS HANEBURY
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Student reports her
inadequacies in list

J 013
FOOD

31, 20021 THE

the Food Not Bombs ideology is awareness of
information as .in antiviolence group. The political theories introduced
by the organization likely
will bring discussion into
the community from both
the opposition and supEorters of the ideals,
iscussions of different
political views and ideals
reinforce the cultural
aspect
downtown
is
attempting to maintain.
The bands who offered
their time and talent to
the big bang opening
also deserve praise. It is
appropriate mat a musical event in the arts district marks the beginning
of a volunteer organization. Because of the
bands' influential attention-grasping
efforts.
The Space is more recognized and will draw
more attention.

I don't try to hide my inadequacies. For example, I am picking
my nose as 1 write this and ha ve no
problem with you knowing that I
just want to know why when people who already have known me
tor a long time get mad at me like
they just found out about a little
annoying thing 1 do. It g*ies like
this, "I can't believe you (fill in
anntrying thing hen?)," and I'm
apologizing, but all the time thinking, "Hey! I've always (fill in
annoying thing I do here). If you
don't like it that's your problem!"
So I thought to myself, there's only
oneway tn avoid this problem. Let
it be known however, I am not
apologizing, nor should I be. I'm
JIM giving you a heads up.
1.1 speak about 10 decibals higher than other people at all times.
2. When food drops on the floor, I
abide by the three minute rule,
not the three second rule.
3.1 tackle people for no reason.
4.1 punch people to say hello.
5. I often smell of the
Festival kitchen.
6. If someone asks me a question,
I'm often not paying attention
and walk away.
7.1 have no respect for sk'cp and
wake people up at what are
referred to as "ungodly hours"
(like 10 am).
8. I end phone conversations
abruptly with no notice.
9. I release "silent but deadlies"
and give no warning.
10.1 try to fit people into my pantry.
11. I've been known to blare Ricky
Martin while washing my car.
12.1 talk to myself during class.
13.1 answer rhetoncal questions.
14.1 do not like things other people's ways.
15.1 am bossy.
16. I am the worst driver in
Harrisonburg — and perhaps
the county.
17.1 can't cook and expect others
to do it for me.
18.1 can't grocery shop and
expect others to do it for me.
19.1 eat other people's leftovers.
20. My favorite snacks include
peas with sweet-and-sour
sauce and brussel sprouts with
mustard,
which,
when
microwaved, radiate I stench
for a 500-yard radius.
21. I don't always return borrowed clothes.
22. 1 leave clothes in the dryer
for days.
23. I don't have an answering machine.
24. If you call me and it rings
six times, my fax machine
makes a really high-pitched

screeching noise.
25. If someone Instant Messages
me, instead of the normal hinging
sound, it plays a recording of my
roommate saying, "I'm coming,
I'm coming, I'm coming, I'm
here," like Michelle Tanner from
"I nil House."
2b. If I see my friends on campus, I
find something to stand on and yell
thinpi in their general direction.
27.1 walk like a herd of elephants.
28 1 don't return phone calls.
29.1 knock things over.
30 I don't hang out if it wasn't
my idea.

31.1 wear pants only if necessary.
32 My belly button is dirty.
33. I usually don't finish
my sentences.
34. I speak in a series of grunts
and points and get upset when
people don't understand me.
35.1 really enjoy scaring people.
36.1 make strangers talk to me in
public Mhiarions for no reason
37. I'm lefthanded, so if you sit
next to me at a restaurant, our
elbows will bang.
38.1 do not sympathize few other's
pain or sickness.
39. Sometimes 1 don't wax my
ewbrows for a while, and I start
to look like a Neandertal.
40.1 get really fidgety and noisy in
class and talk to my friends.
41. If you say something embarimtnft I will post it on my
Away Message.

42 I don't close the door when I
go to the bathroom.
43.1 disappear for hours at a time.
44. If I borrow someone's car, I
always forget to rum down the
volume, so when the)' use their
car again, the radio blasts as soon
as they rum it on.
45. There is a giant stuffed toy
snake on my wall and a cardboard cutout of far jar Binx.
46. When I'm with my roommate, we talk in our own language and don't include anyone in our conversation.
47. I tell the same stories over
and over.
48.1 answer questions with
questions.
49.1 chew with my mouth full.
50. I spit when I talk (so you're
pretty lucky you're reading this).
So there it is. The list of my
top Si) fatal flaws.When I say
top 50, I mean that when I
showed this to my roommates,
not only did they agree, they
wondered why I hadn't added
the 10 more they suggested.
Jessy Hanebury is a junior
SMAD major ti>ho wants to know if
you am /wn# out Friday.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Kelly column
disputed
To the Editor
In his article "Student has differing view on America's role,"
freshman Jonathan Kelly paints
our country's motivations as
purely benevolent. No matter how
compelling its ideology, no country is pure. We bombed the
Middle East not only to defend
the Saudis, as Kelly states, but
more importantly, to protect our
oil interests.
If Americans strive to "promote
the best in human nature," we can
start by removing the blinders that
prevent us from seeing our selfinterest, as well as shields that hide
the humanity of our enemies.
Uncomfortable as it makes us, if we
are to have real security, we must
stand up on the only solid
ground
there
is:
truth.
Comparative religions scholar
Huston Smith reminds us that the
more compassionate we become,
the closer we come to truth. As
Americans, we have important
roles that rest on hefty ideals of
freedom and democracy. As
humans, our role is even more
crucial; it is to be compassionate.
Julia Reis
sophomore, undeclared
To the Editor
I was utterly disgusted by the

column by freshman Jonathan Kelly
in the Jan 28. issue of The BflMM
because it was probably one of the
most narrow-minded, arrogant
pieces of writing I have ever read.
For instance, I am appalled by
Kelly's statement that America has a
"special moral role in the world as
a beacon of freedom and democracy" because it demonstrates just
how arrogant and selfish we really
are. It is extremely conceited and
disrespectful to presume that we
are morally superior to people in
other countries.
Kelly's
allegations
that
"America, on the other hand, consistently has supported the cause
of freedom, justice and benevolence for all people" are false. I am
very ashamed that our nation
owns sweatshops in Asia and
trains terrorists in the School of
the Americas in Fort Bottling. t>a
I am nut a Communist nor .mi I
anti-American. I am just an
American who is tired of American
hegemony over other nations and
American arrogance. I sincerely
hope that someday we will get
over ourselves so we truly can
become "a force for goodness in
the world." We as Americans must
respect the cultures and values of
other countries before we can
become a great nation.
Nadine Fonyi Wu
sophomore, sociology

Attorney informs of
new law
To the Editor

A recent Court of Appeals decision held that, in underage possession CMM, where the alcohol is
inside the student, the police must
establish where the student drank
the alcohol. In other words, police
must now ask you where you were
drinking. If the student does not
answer the question or admits he
was drinking in another jurisdiction, he cannot be charged tor
underage possession. The place
where the student drank has jurisdiction. Of course, if you are underage and have a beer or other alcohol
in your possession you can be
charged wherever you are found.
For example, if a student drank
in Staunton and was stopped by
Harrisonburg police, and then if
the student says he drank in
Staunton, he could not be charged
for underage possession by
Harrisonburg police. He could be
charged for drunk in public especially if he submits to an alcosensor. If the student refused to
answer any questions, he could
only he charged with drunk in
public. He could avoid the underage possession charge entirely. A
fish has to open his mouth to get
caught.
Robert Reefer
attorney, Hoover, Penrod,
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TARA STARNER

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Life continues after graduation

Darts
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Pat...
A "you-make-my-day" pat to the best
Mexican import since tequila who's kept
me — and my roommates — from ski-ping since classes started.
Sent m by the girt in red walking around
campus with a grin from ear to ear.

Dart...

Dart...
An "I'm-not-trying-to-oppress-you"
dart to the random femi-Nazi who verbally assaulted me when I simply held
the door open for her at College Center.
Sent in by a gentleman wlw believes that
not only is chivalry not dead, but that language like that is unbecoming of anyone.

Pat...

A "please-keep-Fievel-the-mouse-offmy-desk" dart to an airhead of a residence
advisor who thinks that mice running
across my homework and sleeping in my
shower basket is "not that bad."
Soil in by a grossed-out student who would
like to take a shower and study without the presence of furry, four-legged critters who think they
know the answers to my calculus homework.

A "thanksfor-being-a-great-guy" pat
to the random guy who quickly cleaned
up my alfredo sauce in PC Dukes without
thinking twice when I spilled it trying to
get my lunch in a hurry Monday.
From an appreciative junior who
thanks you for just being a good person
without hesitation.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-making-a-beautiful-

Dart...
A "why-would-you-choose-to-have-a-

daybrighter" pat to the music makers on
the Quad Tuesday for sharing their practice time with all of us.
From an overworked sophomore in
Wampler Hall who is grateful for the chords of
sunshine yvu extended into his room.

"Subway. I ivant to see
another obese guy lose
100 pounds."

fire-drill-on-the-night-of-the-big'Friends'-episode?" dart to the staff of a
certain hall who scheduled a very
unthoughtful drill.
Sent in by an irritated resident who doubt*
that you'll be done keying into every room m
time for us to see the newe-1 developments in
the Rachel/joey situation.

"Trojan. I want to see
the Trojan man save n
couple from
an
unwanted pregnancy."

Joe McMurray

Adam Wilks

sophomore, philosophy

sophomore, marketing

I'm graduating college in
a couple of months. I am
ending my college career
Strike that — my schooling
— as I know it. I am leaving
behind my life of cl.is-.i-s.
studying, not studying,
exams, research papers,
wild parties, great friends
and so much more. I am
entering a world of suits and
money (all out of the confines of my parent's home —
fancy that). I'm going to
have to go to work at 8 a.m.,
whether I want to or not.
There will be no sleeping
late because I'm tired or
hung over. It won't be like if
is now. Nope, no calling into
work because I don't feel
like waiting tables. 1 am
going to have responsibilities. Real ones. And I
absolutely can't wait!
This
is, all relative
because I have yet to find a
job. In an economy that's in
disarray, our graduating
class will be struggling to
grasp hold of our futures. Of
course, in my case, the problem could be that I'm looking for a job where I make
mucho money, laugh a lot,
don't have to go to work
until 10 a.m., get off work at
2 p.m., have no responsibilities, can travel, etc. Do you
think my expectations are a
little high? I'm embarking
on my mature, adult life — a
life that will lead me to marriage, children, a home and
the like.
Marriage is a topic that's
been on my mind a great

deal lately. One of my oldest friends contacted me the
other day. She was deliriously happy and asked me
to guess why. Being that I
was in "job mode," I
assumed my music major
friend had gotten a part on
Broadway. I was wrong, so I
guessed a guess I didn't
think possible: "Are you
getting married?" 1 prepared myself for her lapse
of giggles that never came.
Then she said the unthinkable; she said yes. What did
she mean, "yes"? Who gets
married at 21? 1 guess lots
of people get married at 21
(sometimes before then) but
I couldn't comprehend this.
When your friends start
getting engaged is when
things get weird.
I must be way out there
because my thoughts hadn't
even brought me to marriage yet. I was still at the
"wnere-will-I-be-living-ina-year" stage in my life.
How can she be getting married? I don't even have a
boyfriend. So, of course, I
began freaking out. I mean,
does this mean I'm falling
behind? Am I out of the
"loop?" But soon, with my
sanity intact, I remembered
that I was not the only single
college student on the planet. No need to panic.
So here I am, three and a
half months to graduation,
closing the gap between
school and the "real world,"
and now people are getting
married. 1 don't know if 1

can handle all of this. Am I
really mature enough to
head out on my own? I definitely can tell that many are
more prepared than I. When
I turned 21 last year, 1
thought I would wake up
thai morning enlightened —
grown up al last! Where do I
come up wilh these Ihings? I
mean, really, who was I kidding? I still have so many
immature qualities (like
many others I know), and I
think it might be quite a
while before I truly grow up.
Where did I ever get the
idea thai graduating college
included graduating my
youthful, fun-filled life as I
know it?
You always hear parents
and relatives saying, "Have
your fun now because it
will be over before you
know It," insinuating lhal
the end of college is the end
of fun and the beginning of
our mature adult life. Well,
I don't care if it's true or
not, because I still feel like
having fun. I'm planing to
attack my adult life with
fun
and
youthfulness,
bridging the gap between
these two worlds
Maybe I'm just anxious
or
maybe
I'm scared.
Honestly I don't know, but
my advice is to go out and
have fun. Don't let the days
drag you down because if
you're like me, you know
you have your whole life
ahead of you.
Tara Starner is a senior
SMAD major.

"Pepsi because I might
see boobs."

"Budwciser because
beer is what college is
all about."
^*
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Justin Bridgewater

Jody Abbott

sophomore. SMAD

senior, SCOM

Topic: What company's Super Bowl ad do you think will be the best and why?

E&E

Tnanscendental Ants Council pnesents:
The Symbolic, Sublime & Surrealistic

AUTO SALES INC.

according to artist DAVE CURTIS

BMW / MERCEDES

This piece of history will be showing at

SPECIALISTS

The 4rtfi»i MdQer
Coffeehouse & Cyber Cafe
January 27 thru February 23
Meet the Artist: February 8th, 2002 • 7-9pm

SALES & SERVICE
FULL LINE PARTS / ACCESSORIES
SHUTTLE SERVICE BACK TO CAMPUS

Get there(l) before time runs out
The Artful Dodger Is located at:
47 West Court Square
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
and can be reached at (540)432-1179

50% OFF

WINTER CLOTHING
CLEARANCE
Save on Sweaters, Coats,
Men and Ladles Winter
Suits, Pants, Boots,
Gloves, Hats and Morel

Mercy House
Thrift Store

Granny Longlegs
Court Square

654 Chicago Ave. (by Red Front)
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30, Sal. 9-5
433-3272

(Neil to Jess's Lunch)
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30, Sal. 9-5
433-0497

CALL

1006

432-II38

,N. MAIN STREET>

<PalnUJ Xadij Oattoo
an

J
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January Jewelry Blowout!
All Acrylic Jewelry Half Off!
HOURS:
TUES.-SAT.

12 NOON TO 10PM

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL FORMS OF TATTOOING
COLOR

*\V

TRIBAL
BLACK AND GREY
PORTRAITS

Mercy House Furniture
Great Savings On Solas, Chairs, Mattresses,
Tables, Appliances, Electronics, Sporting
Goods, Books, and Much Morel
42 South Near Super Wal-Mart • 438-8333

SED NURSE ON STAFF

SOUTH AVENUE
RRISONBURG, VA

Proceeds from these stores support the Mercy House
Shelter Programs - 432-1812 (A United Way Agency)

540-433-5612

Wt pickup donations - Call 433-3272

IGET TATTOOED OR

K
A
P
A\|

A.r

PIERCED AND GET A10% DISCOUNT WTTHTHISAD!i«
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Let's play a little
one-^^n-one.
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Intensive instruction for students serious
about a career in Athletic Training.

Program changes beginning Fall 2002:
. NO LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT
. New faculty
. New courses

•Seemless transition into Master's Program after two years of under
graduate courses.

Fall 2002 Faculty-Member-in-Residence:
Marina Rosier, Ph.D., College of Business

•We have a brand new state-of-the-art facility and several field
experiences will be held in schools, sports clinics and special sites
like the U.S. Naval Academy.

JMU's Semester in Paris program:

•Small class sizes ensure intensive one-on-one instruction. Interact
with students and faculty from other allied health professions and
pharmacy.

= Study at Reid Hall in Paris, the "City of Light"
s Live with a French family
o See the very best in theater, concerts and

•Master of Science in Athletic Training degree program has achieved
Candidacy Status from the Joint Review Commission-Athletic Training
(JRC-AT). This is the first step towards full accreditation from the
Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs.

museums
a Travel throughout France
s Earn 15-18 credit hours while living in one of the world's most exciting cities.
Several courses are available:
ECON 270 International Economics (Fall 2002)
Aith 417 Masterpieces of French Art
Fr 307 French History
Fr 308 Contemporary French Civilization
Fr 400 Advanced Conversation
Fr 420 French Theatre
Mus200 Music in General Culture

www.su.edu/at
540-665-5534

For more information, contact the Office of International Programs in Hillcrest East, 568-6419
WE CREATE LEADERS, NOT JUST PRACTITIONERS.

>

YOU

HAVE

FQ.EE.

MVERSITY
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Ace. you

BOCED

WITHOUT

A JOB?

D>0 YOU UE.E.D SOME. EX-rCA MOU&Y?
Do YOU UKE TO BE. IU CHARGE?
&0 YOU WAUr TO BE PARr OF rWE. BESr SrUDEUr UE.W5PAPE.R.?

IF

YOU AUSWE.R YE.S TO AMY OF rWESE. OUE^rlOU*,

YOU SWOUl_D APPLY FOU. A JOB Ar rWE. BR.E.E.Z.E.

There are positions open for
managing editor
or advertising manager
Submit a resume to Julie Sproesser at The Breeze
by February 8th
(in the basement of Anthony Seeger)

Questions? Call 568-6127
Not sure? Check out the job descriptions
at www.thebreeze.org in the forums section
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday - Other people trust you this year, and with good reason. They want
you to do complicated things for them because they know you can. Don t let their
faith in you go to your head. And, don't do it (or free. Get all contracts in writing, and
make sure you're paid well for vour services.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
mm Today is a 7 - This fob would be a
4^^i lot harder if you didn t have
y^fl friends to help. Its your responsibilitv to make sure they do. If
they're being a distraction, tell them to
leave. Prove you can be trusted to keep
your word.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^. Today is a 7 - Take a little break
JjA^aiul have a little lun. Call a dear
&W friend or enjoy a special treat for
lunch. You're going to have a
busy day tomorrow. Prepare for it by taking good care of yourself now.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 - You may be letting
frustrated or impetuous. You're
anxious to make a change, but
don't upset the apple cart. Ask a
distant friend for an objective opinion.

m

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - The more you can
}
f focus your attention, the more
' you'll remember. Do the reading
without complaint. Be slow and
methodical. You can solve even the
toughest problem, and you'll feel great
when you do.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ --» Today is a 7 - This is the day
^^M/ when the money goes out, possi^^^^ bly with your blessings. Make an
investment in the person who
has all the right answers. It looks like
you'll be luckier if you let this other person spend your money for you.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Jt ftM Today is a 7 - Continue to work
"V^HI with someone who can help
^A^ streamline your procedures.
^^^- You've been too patient for too
long. Insist on changes that are long
overdue. If new equipment is required,
get the highest quality. It'll make your life
much easier.

Libra (Sept. 23-Ocl 22)
Today is a 7 - Your loved ones
need more of your .iltontion. You
didn't mean to neglect them, but
you've been rather busy.
Postpone your big night out on the town
till thi1. weekend. All travel, near and far,
will be easier then. Devote today and
tonight to your special people, in pnvate.

fifr:

Scorpio (Ocl. 23-Nov. 21)
^

J Today is a 6 Looks like something you need is coming your
way. Are friends visiting? Don't
think of this as more pressure
Tut everybody to work. Even a perfectionist will be glad to help, and that perMfl I special skills will be useful.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7- You're having to re-^^■T examine evervthing you thought
^^b you knew. All you have to do is
.Kknowledge that there's still a
lot to learn. Piece of cake, right?
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
Today is a 7 - Can't you go any"flrW
where or do any thing without
f^Rs" making a profit? Not todav.
Unfortunately, every one of those
opportunities means more work. Figure
out a way to get other people to do some
ot it lor you.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
j^A Todav is a 7 - You're still on the
^r receiving end of energy, attention
€^\ and maybe even money. You
could get a better job or a new
assignment. It looks like work is involved,
and you're expected to do it perfectly.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
...
Today is a 6 - Your partner could
jl ^ks be critical of decisions you've
^L^ made. Be willing to defend vour
choices or, if the reasons are good
enough, make modifications. Two heads
are better than one.

ACROSS
1 Pitcher's miscues
6 Stroke from the
fairway
10 "Serpico" writer
14 Encore!
15 First name in scat
16 River of Pisa
17 Discovery of Sir
Isaac?
20 Author Kesey
21 Stand by
22 Data on jackets
23 Leave out
24 Cass Elliott, once
25 Clam's cousin
28 Perry Mason
story
29 Bering or Ross
32 Shaq or Tatum
33 Timbuktu's
country
34 Goals
35 Take out algae?
38 Ms. Bombeck
39 Functions
40 Fuming
41 Sandhurst sch.
42 Appendectomy
reminder
43 Noisy napper
44 Part of BPOE
45 "Fargo" director
46 Casanova and
Don Juan
49 Do ushering
50 Supped
53 Activist Al's
bureau?
56 Sundial number
57 A Great Lake
58 "Fear of Fifty"
author Jong
59 Vaulters need
60 Agts.
61 Webster and
Wyle
DOWN
1 Set of elevators
2 1958 Pulitzer Prize
winner
3 Plot that thickens
4 Frontiersman
Carson

'
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE S PUZZLE:
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Spring runoff
Suit
Thanks I
Hong Kong or
swine, e.g.
9 Disney classic
10 Island nation
since 1964
11 Sea that split in
two ih 1988
12 Writer Tyler
13 Puts in turf
18 Spike or brad
19 Roosevelt coin
23 Honshu port
24 Shopping
complexes
25 Grass cutter
26 Render harmless
27 Alabama city
28 Robbery plot
29 Shankar's
instrument
30 Overact
31 Actor Ed

33 Tablelands
34 With 47D,
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"Rubber Capital of
the World"
36 Hawker
37"_ Eighty-Four"
42 Swill
43 Fly like an eagle
44 Weird
45 Gives up
46 Invitation letters
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47 See 34D
48 Letters
49 Cut

50 Vast landmass
51 Software support
person
52 Historic periods
54 Raw mineral
55 Overflow letters

fill VouC

Pizza Buffet
30 Toppinh Salad Baf
■flL
Desert Pizzas
LC. cari
.00 Off

HBC On!
2 Big Screfeoj for our Super BowUtowout

Ganie Room

Wednesday 2/6: Hump Night
w/ DJ Peachez
Saturday 2/9: College Night
w/DJ Lynch 8:30-12:30
($1.00 w/College I.D.)
Sunday 2/10: Super Bowl

GroupSsand Clubs-Check out our Banquet Reborns

Reat^fler^roars-forr persoi
personal us
llou/Booklng Klue Local Bands
Interested
i

oizen TWaOot^ings s^.99
Lrq 1 Topping Deliuered $5.99
SHOW

^43a=fl§cf6

141 S. Carlton St. (next to Rugged Wharehouse 6 Big Lots)
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Left: The Pott Office Tree servss a* a central connection between the pottman and those living In undeveloped areaa. Top, right: Alumna (December 2001) Meg Runlon chaaea a wombat
during the mlnlmeater In Taemanla. Bottom, right: Studenta take lecture note* while sunbathing on the deck of the Cradle Mountain Wilderness Village office. Behind them la the Cradle
Mountain range.

"You can bring an organism to a lab and
study it, or you can go the organism's
natural habitat and study it there."
— Daniel Wubah, professor of biology

Minimester in Tasmania
Story by contributing writer Chad Mazero • Photos courtesy of Daniel Wubah and Anthony Lee

//

I:

" t was one of those lifetime experiences I'll always remember,"
sophomore Katherine Skiff recalled of her recent minimester
. abroad in Tasmania, fhe small island off the southeast coast of
Australia. "When do you gel the chance lo feed a kangaroo or chase a
wombat through the forest?"
Skiff, along with three other |MU students, had the opportunity to
answer these questions when they participated in one of JMU's newest
study abroad programs in Tasmania. The two-week field studies program took place from )an. 3 to 15 and led the students with what Skiff
describes as "unique and amazing memories."
The launching of this program was a two-year process, according lo
program head and professor of biology, Daniel Wubah.
"My goal was to establish a program for undergraduate students to
go lo Tasmania," Wubah said. "I wanted students lo be exposed to
organisms in Iheir natural environment. You can bring an organism to
a lab and study it, or you can go the organism's natural habitat and
study it there," he said, favoring the advantages of the latter.
Beginning in September 2000, Wubah corresponded with Andrew
Osborn, professor at the University of Tasmania. The correspondence
consisted of five visits from representatives of the Australian universe
ty to JMU. In March 2001, the decision to start a program was reached
The original plan called for a semester-long program but was then
reduced to a minimester, acting as a trial run.
"This was a step towards developing larger ties with the University
of Tasmania," Wubah said. "Initially we had 10 students interested in
the program, but after Sept. 11,1 saw a sudden decrease in the number
of students that wanted to go outside the United States."
The decrease in student interest became a hurdle in planning the
program, but Wubah, along with Osborn, worked to salvage the trip.
Finally, in November, four students committed to the trip, and the
plans were settled.
Skiff chose to be part of the minimester because it related directly lo
her career goals. She wants to be a primatologist — one who studies
apes, monkeys and other primates. The minimester gave her the
opportunity to study animals in their natural environment. In addition, Tasmania is known as the Noah's Arc of Australia because of the
unique wildlife that is limited to the island Thus, Skiff got to obwn
the animals out in the field, seeing things as they really arc. "There
was such a plethora of animals," Skiff said, recalling her experiences of
playing with kangaroos, wombats and wallabies
Similarly, senior Matt Chirdon recalled choosing to participate in
the program because il was the chance to study the ecosystem of
Tasmania and identify the plants and animals. "It is the only island in

the Southern Hemisphere with a temperate rainforest," Chirdon said.
Junior Anthony Lee remembered a specific part of the island,
Narawntapu National Park. Lee described the park as an uninhabited
area where one can look for 100 miles and not see anyone. "It's a good
place to get lost," Lee said.
Both Chirdon and Skiff also have fond memories of Narawntapu.
Chirdon described the park as an open grassland with a lot of brush
with a very close resemblance to Africa. He described the chance lo see
all of the wildlife in their natural habitat as "an amazing experience."
A typical day during the minimester began at 7:30 a.m. Each day of
the trip was spent on a different part of the island that the students
(raveled to by bus. "On the way to the sites, we would stop and look
at other sites along the way," Wubah said. "It integrated a cultural
experience."
One particular stop that interested Wubah was the "Post Office
Tree." Located in a part of the island that was previously wilderness,
the Post Office Tree consisted of a large tree with holes in it for mail
drop-offs and pick-ups. The tree served as a central connection
between the postman and those living in the undeveloped area.
Once !he group reached the site, it held a lecture on what it
would be studying that day. Both Wubah and the students recall the
advantages of an outside classroom. "The students wanted to lecture
outside." Wubah said. "It was a combination of sunbathing and
learning."
But not too much sunbathing. According to Wubah, radiation from
the sun is much higher at 42 degrees latitude.
Following the lecture, the students had the opportunity to go into
the rainforests and wilderness and study the organisms they had just
learned about. The days concluded with a return to the dorms or a
hold and .i discussion of the day's material.
The first minimester in Tasmania was a success. However, the
luture of the program is still uncertain.
Wubah is optimistic about continuing it next year. "I'm very interested in giving students this interesting exposure," Wubah said. "I
want to nuke sure each student's experience is unique: that is my
goalEach student lhat traveled lo Tasmania came away with experiences
lh.il will not soon be forgotten. "These are some sites you'll never be
able to sec anywhere else," Lee said. "The entire island is unique."
The minimester in Tasmania is open to students ot all majors. The
cost of the Irip is $2,800 and is worth two credit hours. Next year's
minimester is tentativ ley planned from Dec. 28, 2002 to Ian. 11, 2003.
Interested students can contact Daniel Wubah at wubahtia.

Sophomore Katherine SklM feeds a pedemelon at Narawntapu National P*)rk In Tasmania
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■ 'Monte Cristo' misses
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"I have been injured in the
line of duty."

Latest film adaptation of the
classic tale can t even get off
the ground.
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A-fashion-nado

JAMES DAVID
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Infused with infectious energy
Infectious Organisms
rocked the stage at
Malnstreet Bar and Grill
Tuesday night. From left,
pianist Mike Matthews,
bassist David Sunderland.
drummer Will Blalr, emcees
Fetton Martin and Jean
Kouame, and guitarist
Brooke Blalr. performed a
memorable set. The band's
sound incorporates musical
elements of hip-hop, soul,
classical and Indie rock.
Infectious Organisms is currently promoting its upcoming album Human
Experience. The CD hits
stores Feb. 26.
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Infectious Organisms brings innovative lyrics, tenacious melodies
BY MIKE CROSS

contributing writer
Infectious Organisms' innovative melodies and rhythms
meshed with tenacious lyrics
provided concert-goers untainted music in an intimate setting
at Mainstreet Bar and Grill
Tuesday night. The band's passion matched the concordant
sounds and light aiid dark textures of the music, unequivocally representing what a concert
should be.
Infectious
Organisms
brought out alt the stops to
entertain the crowd, From the
consistent crowd involvement
to emcee Jean Kouame crowd
surfing, Infectious Organisms
pulled off a memorable set.
Prior to the concert, members of Infectious Organisms
introduced the show by stating, "Our show will bring
energy and fluidity to the
crowd." This intensity and fluidity transcended the group

and captivated and enthralled
the crowd.
The show exhibited that
Infectious
Organisms
is
beginning to accumulate a
cult-like following. Mainstreet
was brimming with fans
taken in by a live show that
captured their souls as they
moved in sync with the band.
The music took the crowd to
a place not bound by stereotypes and genre with a fusion
of diverse elements spanning
the
musical
spectrum.
Incorporating elements from
hip-hop to classical music and
soul to indie rock. Infectious
Organisms is a group that is
ready to explode.
Junior
Jacquie
Mauer,
attending her 14th Infectious
Organisms show at Mainstreet,
echoed this sentiment. "They
never cease to amaze me,"
Mauer said. "They are constantly evolving and get to my
heart with their positive mes-

sage that gives me a constant
reminder on how to live my
life All together they are going
to be a force."

-66
There's a different
fireplace in each of us
and the music comes
from the heart.
— Jean Kouame
Infectious Organisms emcee

-*5
The fire of Infectious
Organisms was evident from
front to end in the concert. The
concert began with "Medelling
Cartel" and "Hall St. Cinema,"
two vigorous tracks off of its
new CD Human Experience,
available in stores Feb. 26.

An incredible segue was
created by a beautiful song,
"Comfort in the Swell." This
completely instrumental track
gave emcees Felton Martin
and Kouame a brief intermission. The musical talents of
guitarist Brooke Blair, drummer Will Blair, bassist Dave
Sunderland and pianist Mike
Matthews were completely on
display
Their
diffusive
melodies also gave fans a
brief introduction to the four
members' side project, an
improv band called Craig.
Matthews mixed in some
humor when he came out after
the band left the stage
momentarily and played a
rendition of Lincoln Park's "In
the End," complete with
vocals. The hilarious version
of the song bv Matthews made
the crowd laugh.
After the playful jab at pop
music, emcees Martin and
Kouame again pleased the

crowd with an immaculate
Cerformance of "One" that
ad everyone in the crowd
bouncing and singing along.
Senior Jen Mullen called it
"organic hip-hop that kept the
crowd engaged."
Infectious Organisms' performance concluded with a
poignant statement in the
song "30 Seconds On Earth.''
Their transitions were seamless and their melodies incredible. The message illuminated,
"Sometimes I'm scared that
I'm too young to die/It's only
human to cry/Sometimes I
wonder why the days come
before the months do/And
when tomorrow confronts you
would you be the one to let it
pass on by?"
After exiting the stage.
Infectious Organisms clearly
had left the crowd wanting
more. "We want to go as far as
we can go and still have fun,"
Kouame said. The band

appears to be on its way to
reaching that goal.
Infectious
Organisms
formed in Richmond and
began making music in 1996.
The current composition of the
band came about approximately three and a half years ago.
More information on the band
can be found at its Web site,
tvww.infectiousorganisms.com.
The band will play this
Friday, Feb. 1 at Baylees in
Blacksburg with a return to
Harrisonburg likely in the
future. Will Blair said, "The
JMU area was one of the first
places we played outside of
Richmond and has been very
supportive."
Kouame summed up their
music. "There is a different
fireplace in each of us and
the music comes from the
heart." That fire was burning
bright on stage as these
future stars depicted the
essence of music.

Makeover madness
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Can they keep it real?
Seven new strangers we love to hate
Bv JESS HANHBURY
contributing writer
"The Real World," MTV's
hottest reality show, had its tirst
season in New York in 1992.
Since then, 10 cities and 11 m<
sons later, the shows popularity has only grown Although
each season stars seven new
roommates and brand new conflicts, there are certain elements
that never change. Chicago is
no different.
Already this season, the
obnoxious
loud-mouthed
Aneesa, the homesick, antisocial Tonya, the frat-boy Kyle,
the "Tek" (Hawaii season)
wannabe Theo, the country
girl Ken, the token gay guy
Chris and the promiscuous
Cara already have shown
which "characters" they were
picked to represent
With such differing personality types, its no wonder that
already in the first three
episodes, major controversy has
reared its ugly, yet overwhelm-

ingly addictive to watch, head.
These seven cast members are
sure to keep our eyes glued to
the tube every Tuesday night for
the next few weeks.
Cara, the skinny girl with the
best wavy beach hair ever, has
her positives and negatives. She
definitely recognizes the game
flaying between Aneesa and
heo and the chemistry
between Kyle and Keri. Cara
seems pretty laid back. She's
newly single and is taking
advantage of it. With three dates
in one weekend, she's rediscovering what single life is like. She
could probably slow it down a
little bit though. One less date
here, one more meal there?
Keri is a down-home country girl from Louisiana who
genuinely seems like she |ust
wants to have a good time She
could really have her heart broken in the future by Kyle
because he has a girlfriend who
he insists he won't give up. Keri
will have fun in Chicago no

matter what, though
Kyle is the self-professed
frat boy who turned out to be a
little more than that. Having a
serious discussion about alcoholism with Chris was a genuinely nice thing to do. Only
time will tell whether or not he
will break up with his girlfriend for country Keri.
Then there's the sexual identity crisis. To quote I friend,
"Aneesa needs to put on some
d"*" clothes!" There is a fine line
between being comfortable with
your body and flaunting it. She
says she's a lesbian but seems to
be teasing Theo to no end. Funny
thing about coed showers.
It's true, Theo hit on Aneesa
the moment she walked off the
elevator. Even after he found
out she was a lesbian, he still
was all over her like skinny girls
at the salad bar He also proved
to be less than welcoming when
he announced his distaste for
male homosexuality before he
str CHICAGO, page 17

The following incident
report may or may not represent actual events:
Mot ing toward Main Street
from the commons, I hurried
my pace as I attempted to
apprehend and rehabilitate a
male subject reportedly wearing man-clogs and Capri pants.
As I reached out to arrest
the fashion victim, I felt a sharp
pain strike my upper-left
shoulder. Reflexively, 1 reached
back and there it was: I had
been darted down in a blaze of
glory. I whispered, "I have been
injured in the line of duty" as I
slipped into unconsciousness.
On a side note to Mr. Capripants-outfit, just because you
got away this time doesn't mean
you can get away wearing an
outfit that looks better on your
sister than on you.
It took a couple of seconds
for me to get everything in
focus. My first thought was:
Did my favorite button-up shirt
get damaged in the line or duty?
I inspected it immediately
tor any damages. Let's all
breathe a sigh of relief because
it was fine, thanks to the durability of cotton.
I am glad to say that I have
fully recovered, and I will be
Eatrolling JMU again very soon,
'uring my two-week recovery
period, two things loomed in
my mind: accessorizing and —
drum roll please — the A-fashion-nado makeover contest.
The Makeover Contest
My advice for the week:
Enter someone in the A-fashion-nado makeover contest.

r

Fill out the entry form below

and write .i paragraph
explaining why this person
deserves to be pampered and
why he or she needs a fashion
overhaul. We will pick one
male and one female to make
over through donations and
services from local businesses.
Their makeover stories will be
featured in the style section.

A

Afashionnado

by senior writer
James David
I know what you are thinking: entering someone in this
contest is like offering your
friend a tic-tac as a subtle way
of saying their breath stinks
This contest is not like that.
This is not a way of subtly saying your friend is badly
dressed. It is an opportunity for
someone who deserves to be
stylishly spoiled by a welltrained team. Cut out the entry
form below and submit someone you know who could desperately use a new look.
Accessorizing
It's all those little things you
wear and get right that make a
big impact and a bold statement
about your good taste. Here are
10 tips to accessorize by. and if
you already know them, conis-

A-fashion-nado Makeover Contest

Name: __^_^^_—
Pruw
I □ Mate □ Female

Nominated by
E-mail;
Year/Major;.

I Please submit a recent photo as well

All entries must be turned Into

, as a one-paragraph essay on why the

The Breew office (basement of

I person you are nominating deserves

Anthony-Seeger) by Friday, Feb. 8.

, to be made over

der it vour job is to pass along
(Ml key information.
1. Brown belt, brown shoes.
Black belt, black shoes. Earth
shattering, I know.
2. White athletic socks and black
dress shoes are a bad habit to
fall into. This is one of the few
times I will ever be opposed to
integration. If you can't seem to
break the habit, you should
invest in boots.
3. Ladies wearing Tiffany's silver charm bracelet is good, very
good. Weanng things that come
in those robin-eggshell blue
boxes is always a good thing.
Guys in serious relationships
remember these tidbits as you
look for Valentine's Day presents or engagement rings.
4. Mixing gold and silver is like
wearing black shoes and white
athletic socks. The combination
looks weird, and despite rumors
that this is a hot trend, it is not.
5. Using your dog as an accessory to pick up hotties on the
Quad is a bad, bad thing. How
about just relying on your
charm and good looks so I
won't have to call the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals on you.
6. Burburry plaid, a.ka. Europlaid, is everywhere. While I am
a fan of the camel-colored print,
I have heard reports about its
ubiquity. As one secret fashion
agent stated, "I can't stand how
everyone has it" (1 have to two
secret agents and an intern.
Please remember that the
Harrisonburg Fashion Police
welcome all those who are willing to put in the training to be
on the force.)
7. fennifer Lopez? J. Lo? J.
Who?J. What?J. David hates to
be the one to tell you that big,
gold hoop-earrings are on their
way out. That doesn't mean
you have to throw them away;
just recycle them by using them
as bracelets.
8. Cars are a great accessory. I
know not everyone can afford
rides like the Audi convertible
see ACCESSORY, page 16
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Don't 'Count' on it
Bv

DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer
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Edmond Dantes, played by Jim Caviezel, and Mercedes, played
by Dagmara Dominczyk. are engaged to wed In "The Count of
Monte Criito.

Vivid aclors. Intriguing
suspense Exciting swashbuckling. Witty dialogue.
Fascinating characters. These
are all qualities found in
Alexandre Dumas' legendary
novel "The Count of Monte
Crislo." It's a shame thai
after more than 30 screen
adaptations of the classic
tale, the current film version
has none of these traits.
Taking a wonderful book
— full of subplots, action,
suspense, creativity, twists
and turns — and turning it
into a long and boring movie
is never easy. But the 21st
century Hollywood formula
made it unavoidable First
|ay Wolpert wrote a screenplay based loosely on the
novel, changing Ihe ending
and characters' relationships
and exchanging much of the
story for one flimsy plot.
Then Kevin Reynolds, director of "Waterworld" and
"Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves," added his methods
of cinematic success: dark
scenery, authentic settings,
overacting, bad lines and gratuitous cleavage.
The classic tale begins
with two "friends," the naive
Fdmund
Dantes
(James
Caviezel) and the back-stabbing
Fcrnand
Mondago
("Memento'"s Guy Pearce).
Dantes is engaged to the
giddy, overacting Mercedes

"THE COUNT OF MONTE
CRISTO"
STARRING:
GUY PEARCE, JAMES
CAVIEZEL AND RICHARD
HARRIS
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
131 MINUTES
("Keeping
the
Faith" s
Dagmara Dominczyk). In
order
for
the
ruthless
Mondago to steal the girl,
Dantes is put in prison for
helping Napoleon Bonaparte
— a treasonous offense he
didn't
commit.
Dantes
escapes and then sets up shop
as a rich Count, gets revenge
on his conspirators and lives
happily ever after in the new
Hollywood ending.
Mondego's double-crossing is foreshadowed to
death with obvious lines
like Dantes telling him, "It's
always an adventure being
your friend." Apparently
Reynolds and Wolpert don't
trust the audience to follow
good acting, but insert obvious
dialogue instead, like Dantes
repeating, "Where arc you taking me?" when he's dragged
off to prison.
Perhaps the filmmakers
didn't want the audience to
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Deejay Myiom Thursday 10-2 a.m.
Karaoke-Judyi Friday 10-2 a.m.
Thumbs 6 Toes 14.99; Tuesday
Open Mil. Night Wednesday

CALHOUN's
Royce Campbell Trioi Thursday t p.m.-midnight
Sam Wilson Groupi Friday 7 p.m.
JMU Jam Tuesday

The Highlawn Pavilion
College Ladies Night: Thursday
Qioi Ladies Night: Saturday
Superbowl Partyi Sunday 4 p.m.
Monticello Roadi Tuesday 10 p.m.

Dave's Taverna
Jazzi Wednesday

Ma in *+ree+ bar < yr'tU
Kii Theorv. Franklin s Reunion Party.
Broken Viewi Saturday 10 p.m.
Reggae Night- Iron Lion, Natty Lionsi
Tuesday 9i3o p.m.

Georgia Avenue. Red. Wet. and Bluei
Wednesday 9iJo p.m.

The *rrful dodger
Open Mic Night: Tuesday 8 p.m.

see CRISTO. page 17

The Little Grill

Accessory guide provides fashion tips
u i /
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I saw
in the Modular
Building parking lot The
amount you arc willing to
spend on a vehicle will
impact the make, model and
options you can afford You
must remember one vcrv
important thing when picking out a car, no matter if you
are spending S500 or S50.000:
make sure it is a pretty color.
Another secret agent told
me this: low-rider cars are a
bad accessory to have at a
CO I lege campus because of all
the speed bumps, not to men-

tion the fact that she thinks
they look stupid. Will the
Owner of a low-rider vehicle
please ... not beat me up.
9. Scrunchies. If you are
older than 12 and still wear
this hair accessory, please
step forward so 1 can shave
your head and give your hair
to someone who won't mistreat it by putting it up in a
ring of elastic covered in a
colorful, sirunthed-up fabric.
10. Hey, what time is it?
Make sure your watch suits
with your Outfit. If you are

dressed up, please do not
wear your rubber, athletic
watch. You don't need to
know Ihe time that badly
You loyal readers know I
am a giver, and here is my
extra gift for you today. The
greatest accessory you can
put on is a — dramatic pause
— smile Smiling and making others smile around vou
means you have a sense of
humor. There is nothing s-vter and more stylish than a
nice smile If you have a bad
outfit on, just smile. If vou
have busted teeth, just smile.

Adam Stokesi Thursday 9 p.m.
Luck G Wine. Friday 9 p.m.
Made From Scratchi Saturday » p.a

The dictionary describes fashion
as "thai which what looks nice
to wear Hi, I'm tames David,
and in nnj next column I will
either discuss Ihe effect of
Lockean ,md Hohbesian political
theory on our current two-party
political system of government
in terno of how each respective
theory s assumptions on Ihe
natural human slate have been
manifested in how Democrats
and Republicans view the world
in too very distinct ways, or I
might just talk about online
shopping and give you a report
on my makeover contest.

Jimmy Oi Thursday 10 p.m.
Karaokei Monday 10 p.m.
Todd Schlabachi Wednesday

Jeff Cranti Thursday 9iJ0 p.m.
Tom Principatoi Friday 9ij0 pan.
Karaokei Saturday 9 p.ni.-i a.m.
Karaokei Tuesday 9 p.m.-I a.m.
DJ Dance Partyi Wednesday 9 p.m."l a.m.

Olde Mill Village
Study Abroad
in SCOTLAND

itiS^
Spacious, affordable,
comfortable, and convenient!
We have: Free phone/cable/ethernet Your own private phone line, with voice
mail and call-waiting; basic cable including
nearly 50 channels, and ethernet - all
right in your own room!!

▼
The Cultural History of Scotland
3 credit hours of HIST 391, ENG 302, ARTH 419,

Plus - Extra large living room/dining
area, huge laundry room with your own
full-size washer and dryer, and a great
location extra-convenient to the Quad area.

orGHUM25l
See St. Andrews, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen,
Stirling Castle, Bannockburn, Culloden, the Highlands, Loch Ness, Ben Nevis, Isle of Skye, Sir Walter Scott's home, Robert Burns' home, fishing villages, bag piping, Highland dancing, Scotland's oldest distillery, and more!

The basics: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, individual leases.

Visit the website: www.jmu.eduiinternational/
studyabroad;summerprogs/scotland2002.html

•Level grounds with no hills to climb
'Air conditioned & heated with energy-efficient heat pumps
'Ample parking, including guest parking
•Well lit parking areas and walkways
'Convenient bus service in the complex
'Basketball court
•Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments

11A South Avenue,
Harrlsonburg

IVANTAI I «'*' IV
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(540) 432-9502
www.oldemlllvillage.com

1

fw mm itftnuun, cutlet.
Dr. Jack Butt
Dept. of History
Jackson Hall 220
Phone: 540.568.3991
Email:buttjj@jmu.edu
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Naipaul novel examines life
Early into "Hall a Life,"
Willie Chandran's father comes
across his son "asleep face
down, a closed copy of a school
edition of "The Vicar of
Wakeficld' beside him, his feet
crossed, the red soles much
lighter than the rest of him.
There was such unhappiness
and such energy there that he
was overwhelmed with pity. He
thought, 'I used to think that
you were me, and I was worried
at what I had done to you. But
now I know that you are not
me. What is in my head is not in
yours. You are somebody else,
somebody I don't know, and I
worry for you because you are
launched on a journey I know
nothing of." Through the course
of VS. Naipaul's latest novel; it
turns out that Mr. Chandran
was right to worry about his
son, not because Willie's journey would take him through
tumultuous adventures, but
because there is hardly any journey to take. Willie (named after
author W. Somerset Maugham)
has no grand adventures
throughout the course of the
novel that one would equate
with Mr. Chandran's worrying.
Willie embarks upon a journey
to discover his full life; it is a
journey toward a journey.
Willie, suffering through a
problematic childhood with a
father he doesn't speak to and a
hentage of mixed-race, escapes
from his native India and transplants himself into the heart of
1950s London. London consumes the young student with
its races, lifestyles, beliefs and
attitudes and also ignites his
desires for the opposite sex —

desires that
he struggles
through in a stubborn rendezvous with the lover of his
friend, Percy. He mingles with
the elite members of an editor's
inner circle and inquires about
the prostitutes who walk the
decaying city streets at night
His life in London is a whirl
wind of confusion and naivete;
it may seem like an average
journey, but for the tormented
Willie, it is a bitter fight for survival. When he falls in love and
marries Ana, a young woman
from Africa, and returns with
her to her native land, he is consumed once again by his

by senior writer
Zak Salih
sociopolitical surroundings, this
time spumed by the disasters of
European colonialism and his
sexual longing for Graca, the
wife of an estate manager.
What is at stake throughout Willie's journey is not so
much his freedom from himself as it is his freedom from
others. Willie has a tendency
to latch onto the lives of those
he meets — Percy's girlfriend,
Ana, even the bitter history of
his own father — clinging to
them like a mosquito. The

relationships he has with others are not so much forms of
mutualism as they are parasitism. In struggling to lind
his own life, Willie continues
to lead a series of "half-lives,"
a creative mix of the journeys
and destinies of himself and
those around him. The halflife that Willie lives can be
equated to the other divisions
in life such as the division
brought upon by race, colonialism and love.
Naipaul's story of a man's
journey from youth into adulthood, from sexual ignorance to
sexual
awakening,
from
dependence to independence,
is quiet and subdued. It is
more of an internal meditation
than an aesthetic, whiz-bang,
edge-of-your-seat thrill ride. It
is a book to be read alone, in
silence. At times humorous,
wistful and philosophical,
"Half a Life" is about the selfbetrayals we make to ourselves
in living lives that are not
rightfully others but at the
same lime are not rightfully
our own. The novel is full of
moments that scream out to
the reader how Willie's continued semi-existence is destructive, including this wonderful
passage as Willie engages in an
affair with Craca on the floor
of an ancient German castle
that smells like fish: "I heard a
voice calling. At first I couldn't
be sure about it, but then I
heard it as a man's voice calling from the garden. I put on
my shirt and stood behind the
verandah half-wall. It was an
African, one of the eternal
walkers on the ways, standing

Coupon

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING I
SINGLE BREADSTICKS y
2 LITER PEPSI
0|O

$8.99_

433-4800
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'Cristo' adaptation fails
■CRISTO'.fwmpagr 16
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on the far ledge of the garden,
as though tearful of the house.
When he saw me he made gestures and shouted, "There are
spitting cobras in the Castle.'
That explained the smell of the
fish that had been with us: it
was the smell of snakes." Even
nature, it seems, is intent on
correcting Willie's life.
Naipaul won the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 2001, a
prize
that was correctly
bestowed upon theTrinidadian
author (whose early life of
migration to London and a literary career mimics that of
Willie Chandran) considering
how deftly he handles gargantuan social and political issues
in little more than 200 pages.
"I am 41," Willie says, after
announcing his plans to divorce
Ana. "I am tired of living your
life! Now the best part of my
life has gone, and I've done
nothing! I've been hiding for
too long." "Half a Life"is most
striking in that it confronts not
only the politics of colonialism
and race but the politics of personal existence and individual
identity as well.

engage in any thinking anyway, like wondering why all
the sword fighting is necessary when the same characters have access to guns (>r
wondering why one char.u
ter's measly "conspiracy to
murder"
presumably
receives the same torturous
life imprisonment as another
character's treason and murder. Maybe il the filmmakers
numbed the audience so
much it would laugh at
Jacopo
("Traffic"'s
I ms
Guzman) and his unfunnv
attempts at comic relief.
Then the numb audience
wouldn't care that the stupid
reunion ending, with a r.iinbow in the background.

wouldn't end
The filmmakers should
have heeded Jacopo's advice
tn D.intes. 'You must end
tins " And college moviegoers
should listen to Dantcs' earlier
line, "Everything's an adventure when you're young," —
especially trying to fathom this
botched effort
ft
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Chicago crew kicks off
CHICAGO, from page i
knew Chris was gay. ]ust out
of high school, Theo has a
lot to learn.
Being a recovering ikohobc
and a gay man in a house where
two people don't accept him
would make it easy for Chris to
get upset. He seems, however,
to be enjoying his stay in the
windy city and even getting a
little action.
Finally, there is Tonya
from Walla Walla, Wash.
When she's not found on the
couch
talking
to
her
boyfriend,
she's
making
Chris feel uncomfortable
bringing his date over. The
only thing more annoying
than Tonya's attitude is that
30-second music video about
the new cast that runs

CALL US

Candie's Spa

564 - 2770

THE LOOK

between commercials.
No "Real World" season
would be complete without a
beautifully designed mansion or ipartment complete
with a pool table, fish tank
and the hot tub that is
.iKs.ivs the sight of risque
behavior. It's a shame about
that elevator though. It took
poor Keri half of the first
episode just to get up to the
apartment.
The Chicago cast leaves
its vlewen on the edge of
their seats. Will Aneosa and
Theo get together? How
about Kyle and Keri? Will we
ever find out what those
weird red cushions on the
Moor are there for? Tune in to
MTV next Tuesday at 10 p.m.
to find out.

Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St.
(Across from Sheet/)

433 °-r3322

Walking Distance from
SunChasc. Stone Gate, Blue Ridge.
Potomac A Chesapeake

Total Body Spa
HAIRSTYLING -TANNING • MASSAGE -TATTOOS • PIERCING

TanTil May $75

Save 10% on Tattoos & Piercing

Buy 12 Tanning Visits $27
and get 6 more free!

Conditioning Treatment $10

Month Unlimited $35

Perms $35

373 N. Mason St.

Thursday-Saturday Open Until 3 a.m.
Sunday-Wednesday Open Until 1 a.m.

Haircut $12

Highlights $40

(Bring This Ad)

did you miss
the open house:
m

ft

m

Call 568-61 27 to get more info on working for

breeze
positions available
managing editor, news editors, opinion editor, focus editor, stv
managing editor, news editors, opinion editor, focus editor. stt
lEHEl'llr li' MftUiSlxIyil

'ttrTTT.ivtf/aVi"A\i.i\iffl
"^aSaW-fi'
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art director, we
art director, webmaste
:s editors, copy editors, phrj

managing editor, news editors, opinion editor, focus editor,

ad designers
opy editors, photo editor,

distant ads manager, ad exe

style editors, sports editors, copy editors, photo editors, graphics editors,

; manager, ad executives,

managing editor, news

art director, webmaster, online editor, online design editor, ads manager,

tor, graphics editor,
copy editors, photo edito
ves, ad designers
is manager, ad executive;
editor, graphics editor,
:sTeditor,

art director, webm;

assistant ads manager, ad executives, ad designers.

positions also listed on the website at www.thebreeze.org
iiii^o]*v^i]iimr^ii^iii[jjiufrpriiiiiii;j.[Ai[iiii
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ReCOMheNDeD LiSteNiNG
III

«

Caribbean Tan

^

CHEMICAL
BROTHERS

HANK WILLIAMS III

Come With Us
OnSaleSU.99

Lovesick, Broke & Driftin'
0nSaleS13.99

TAN FOR FREE

CRACKER
Forever

Saturday, Feb. 2nd from ioam-6pm

On Sale $12.99

(last appointment taken at 5:30)

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!
We pay vop dollar for used DVDs CDs and VHS videos!

Get our spring break specials NOW!!

NEW A USID

434-9999
700 96 F MARKET STREET
(m Ktoge* Shopping Center

•>*&*.. .»-•

•--ONf \\ii

*February Unlimited $50
(all beds except High Pressure)

■;:--

LISTIN UFOM YOU BUY!

Ml HAMRISOIHIUflC WITH STOHU M
CM4KI mil SW1111 AMD RICHMOND IDC*

■;-:-..

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

*Basic Bed Specials (Wolff beds)
10 for $30 is continuing
20 for $50 is back
*Supreme (High Pressure bed)
10 for $100
♦Upgrade Packages
(includes Cybers & Super beds)
10 for $50

&9 lih &t tie [JieeZe!!
(]r« i»Hs K, I f<*)

Also, all Fridays in February will be
"Free Sample Fridays"
Come get ready for spring break with Caribbean Tan!
The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg

get a cover letter and a resume to The Breeze
by Feb. 12 at 5 p.m.
check out www.thebreeze.org for a job description

l-ri.»

,

Jti/.

Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

m*

433 - 9989

j

^ "Bio; Donna"
leaf. & Longest
Jeaeh Party!

EACH RESORT &CONFERENCE CENTER

m

* WORLD FAMOUS
J
-

5fe*.

*Mr.t.,-,

"Xlfcl
|*™^H
fe|

*.

*

rascfc"

"2 li»ri«- Outdoor
Swimminti, Pools
• Sailboat. Jet Ski and
• Volleyball • Untie
(
Beachfront Hot tub
• Suites 116 to 10 People
• lull kitchens • Indoor
Atrium Dome & Pool • Oamc Room
• Kcstaurant • Airport limousine
Service • Xo CovGt for Sandpiper
Guests!

enervations 800.488.8H28 • www.8andpiperteaeon.com
(JW,

AV1L10N
Ladies in
Guys in

Red Bull

Thursday Night is
Ladies Night!!!

FREE

All Night!
Before 10:00!!
Before 7 7.007/

Highlawn Pavilion
Evelyn Byrd Avenue, Harrisonburg

Behind the Valley Mall

540.434.PAV2
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"It's difficult to maintain the necessary
competitiveness without the scholarship funding."

Dukes vaulted

The men's gymnastics
team was lopped bv the
Temple Owls Sunday.
SM
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ANDREW LUX

men's tennis player

story below

SM

story below

TENNIS

Adjustments made. JMU
enters spring season
Dukes look to overcome loss of courts, scholarships
BY KERRI SAMPLE
contributing writer

MHHUN M(t\ICiOMhR\ »/«//p/tMogftptm

Sophomore Marge Zesinger (left) and freshman Rebecca Vancteretet (ritfrt) practice at Bridgewator CoSefie

SUPER BOWL

The men's and women's
tennis teams have a bit of
adjusting to do for their 2002
spring seasons. After losing
both their scholarship funding and primary courts to
the new Godwin parking lot.
the teams have to step it up
to maintain their places in
the
Colonial
Athletic
Association.
The men's team suffered a
devastating loss with the
graduation of Troy Stone
('01). Along with senior
Andrew Lux, Stone ranked
44th in the nation in doubles
in the fall season.
The team had expected
Stone to wait until May to
graduate, and was caught off
guard by his early exit.
"We were really surprised
to lose Troy; we found out
about that only two weeks
before Christmas," Lux said.
"It was hard to replace him,
but I'm positive about (sophomore) Clint Morris stepping
in for him. He's a really competitive guy."
The team also is feeling the
stress of losing scholarship
funding from the university.
"It's difficult to maintain the
necessary
competitiveness
without the scholarship funding," Lux said.
Coach Steve Second said,
"It's still a transition being one
of the sports without scholarships. We are trying to figure
out how and where we are
going lobe."
The learn plays a schedule
similar to its previous seasons, including top-ranked
Virginia
Commonwealth

University. Returning with
Lux and Morris are juniors
Mike
Hendrickson
and
Bryan Knehr and sophomores Craig Anderson and
Colin Malcolm.
"All the guys are competitive, and it will be a lot of
moving around from spot lo
spot to find their places. We
are just trying to get our three
teams together now playing
with who they are comfortable with. When we switch
around a lot, it's tough,"
Secord said.

-6 6

After going through all
the difficult losses, we
are cohesive and want
to win more.
— Andrew Lux
senior

•5?
The team faces similar
competition as past seasons,
and in its opening match last
weekend against VCU, the
University of Richmond and
Norfolk State, it walked away
with wins over Norfolk State.
The first meet of the
spring season left the Dukes
at
1-2 after falling
to
Richmond and VCU.
Secord said, "The guys are
realizing they are better than
they thought. They got confidence from that last match."
Its last home match against
in-state
rival
Radford
University on April 12 will

XXXVI

THE PEN IS MIGHTIER

in the NFL. And with the Rams
offensive line playing more
focused now than ever, allow
ing only three sacks all postseason, getting to Warner will
be no easy task.
In
the
first
meeting
between the two teams, a
game that St. Louis won 24-17,
the Pats showed that they del
initely could hang with the
Rams, at least at that point in
the season. After the game, st
Louil coach Mike Mart/
referred to New England's
defense
as
"Star
Wen
because of the number of guys
"flying" at Warner from various directions. However, the
playoffs are a completely .lit
ferenl game, .i game the
Rams know all
too well.

DAN BOWMAN BREEZE READER'S VIEW

like to put it. And in the
playoffo, anything can, and
has. happened, especially for
the Pats (how can we forget
thai Oakland game?). That
"anything'' for New England
on Sunday most definitely
will have to be quarterback
Tom Brad\.
Brady, who had the 10th
beat uuarterback rating this
year at 86.5, will have to
shake off his sore ankle in
order tor the P.itnots to have
a chance agalnsl St. Louis'
revitalized defense. Ills main
target, wide receiver Troy
Brown, will most likely see
Coverage trom the Rams' I'm
Bowl-bound
cornerback
Aeneas Williams, so Brady
simply will have to do what
he's done all year - improvise. Don't be surprised to
see Brady going to wide

receiver David ratten and

And despite Warner's second
MVP award in three years, the
Patriots real task will be to M6
if they can contain Rams' M i
little running Kick Marshall
Faulk. Seeing the way Faulk
ran all over the I Bgles' highly

touted, second-tanked defense
this past weekend, it Stems
very unlikely Bill Belichick's
bunch, who haven't need s
true running test yet in the
playoffs (remember, Bettis wai
injured), will tare much better
on Sunday.
But these are the Patriots,
a team of "destiny" as some

*v CHALLENGES, page l\

MEN'S

Pats beating bound Brady bunch
Midnight tolls for AFC's Cinderella
to get Rammed

I recently saw a statistic on
ESPN's SportsCentcr that
American
Football
Conference teams in Super
Bowl games at domes are
only 1-8 (for those of you
wondering, it was the Raiders
in 1980). Coupling that statistic with the fact that New
England is already 0-2 in that
category (with both losses
coming in New Orleans, no
less), I'm beginning to wonder how the Custerlike Pats
will be able to muster any
sort of sensible attack as they
wander helplessly into the
buzz saw known as the St.
Louis Rams, let's give it a
shot, shall we?
They say that defense wins
championships, but the Pats
are going to nave to rely on a
lot more than cliches to pull
them
through
this one.
Although New England's cornerback tandem of Ty Law
and Otis Smith could pose
problems for Kurt Warner's
passing plans, the speed of
the Rams receivers may simply be too much for them to
handle. Tory Holt and Isaac
Bruce are two of the biggest
"big game" receivers in the
league, and Az-Zahir Hakim,
clearly the fastest of the three,
seems to provide match-up
problems for whoever is covering him.
The Pats interior defense
really needs to step up production as well. The leading sackman for New England, Bobby
I lamilton, recorded only seven
sacks during the regular sea
son, tied for no better than 21st

prove to be an important one.
However, the March 17
University of North CarolinaWilmington match is what
Secord thinks will determine
who's in fourth and fifth in
the conference.
"We have a hard-working
group
of
guys.
Hopefully I can get them to
overachieve on a continual
basis," Secord said. "They
are working every day. and
they are a fun group of
guys. Though things don't
always work out on the
court, I enjoy their attitude
and professionalism even
when
they
are
overmatched."
Lux added, "Though weak
player-wise, we are a strong
team through unity. After
going through all the difficult
losses, we are cohesive and
want to win more."
The women's team has
made up for the loss of the
Godwin COUfta this season by
practicing in Bridge water.
I his is a slight disadvantage to us as we do not get
much practice time for singles play," coach Maria
Malerba said. "However, the
team worked hard over the
Christmas holidays, and I
think we are ready for our
early matches in January
and February."
The team ended last season by winning the doubles
championship title at the
Intercollegiate
Tennis
Tournament for the first time
in JMU history. Nationally
ranked partners Sheri Puppo
('01) and Lauren Dalton('Ol)

newfound weapon, tight end
Jermaine.
"don't call me
Ralph," Wiggins early and
often, especially if running
backs Antowalft Smith and
|.R Redmond can't get it
done on the ground.
All things considered, I give
the Patriots a fighting chance tor
about the first minute of the
game. While New I ngland has
upended some ol the league's
top teams in Pittsburgh and
Oakland, the Rams win to be
playing on another level than
citht'i of IhoBe teams, lo Brady
and all you loyal Patriot fans
waiting in the wings. I'm sorrv,
but the magic carpet rule is over.
Sitting Bull ■wails vou at the

Super Dome

BY STEVE SHOUP

starting job when Bledsoe
could play again. The Bradyled offense was full of surprisAttcr a one-year hiatus, the
es as the Buffalo Bills cast off
St. Louis Rams are back in the
running back Antowain Smith
Super Bowl, and this time
ran for over a thousand yards,
they are facing a mirror image
and wide receivers Troy Brown
ol their 1999 championship
and David Patten torched
team. This year's Cinderella
defensive backs all year.
team is their opponent, the
Once in the playoffs. New
New England Patriots, who
England's road to the Super
came out of nowhere and
Bowl
was even less certain .is it
shocked the NFL by winning
had to go into overtime to beat
the AFC Fast division title
the Raiders after a contra* ersul
with an 11-5 record.
call that allowed the team to tie
In 1999, the
the game in regulation. They
Rams played the
followed that
role of under
with an upset
dogs after high
over
the
priced
freePittsbu
rgh
agent quarterSteelers in part
ly, k
Trent
Green
went
amrtm «f uhfuumms OM due to two special
teams touchdowns, but early in
down for the year during the
the game Brady got injured,
preeeason. The Rams turned
and Bledsoe had to lead them to
to an unknown, ex-Arena
victory. Which leaves coach Bill
League quarterback Kurt
Belichick a crucial decision on
Warner to lead them to glory.
who to start for the biggest
The Patriots lost their tirst
game of the season.
two games of the season and
Unlike the Patriots, there is
their all-pro quarterback Drew
no question who will be under
Bledsoe to injury. On top of
center for the St. Louis Rams on
that. New England's other
Sunday, as all-pro Kurt Warner
big-name offensive superstar,
will take the helm, after leading
Terry Glenn, was suspended
them to a 14-2 regular season
for the year. The Patriots
record. Also, no one is questionturned their season over to
ing the capabilities of his suptheir sixth-round pick from
porting cast, which includes the
the 2000 NFL draft, Tom
game's best running back,
Brady, who couldn't even
Marshall Faulk. and perhaps
hold a starting quarterback job
the most talented receiving
in college football. Yet Brady
corps in the NFL, headlined by
responded, lifting a relatn itv
underachieving of tense to <^
m ODDS, page 20
11-3 record, even keeping his

GYMNASTICS

Dukes
fall to
Temple

contributing writer

w±£:

BY KELLY SCOTT

staff writer
The JMU men's gymnastics
missed stealing a victory over
Temple by only about 16 points.
yet their individual scores
greatly improved in comparison to the last two meets.
Senior Nick Blanton helped
lead the Dukes by receiving a
score of at least an 8.00 in five

_

_

of

fr"Wy
Tent pit?
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his

m «*eived

I VII

six

events.
Blanton also
,he

around stand-

in s
wi,h
a
K
total score of
48.15,
topping Travis Kitchen from
Temple, who totaled 45.20.
Both senior Luke Edstrom
and
sophomore
Jason
Woodnick scored above an 8.00
in their two events, including
the floor exercise and vault.
Freshman
Lucas Buchholz
earned three scores above a
7.O0 in three of his four events,
improving his still rings score
by two points from the last
meet at the Navy Open.
The Dukes have not placed
first in their past three meets, but
their total team score keeps rising.
Coach Roger Burke said,
"We had a few performances
which were not up to the
speed of what the guys have
been producing daily in the

179.300
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Odds on Rams' side to win big in Super Bowl
units frontpage 19
thousand-yard receivers Isaac
Bruce and Torry Holt.
While no one questions the
Rams supremacy on offense,
some, including myself, were

New Orleans Saints. After
which, it became apparent to
st I ouil management that it
doesn't matter much if you
score 40 points a game if you
give up 41. So the Rams overhauled the defense in the off-

surprised with their success
following their rebuilding offseason. In a disappointing
encore to their Super Bowl
season, the Rams squeaked
into the playoffs last year and
lost in the first round to the

New England's Tebucky Jones runs back an Interception In the Patriots' 24-17 victory over the
Steelers. The Patriots face the St. Louis Rams In Super Bowl XXXVI Sunday In New Orleans, La.

SWIMMING

with New England up 10-7
with two minutes to go in the
first half, Warner drove the
Rams 97 yards for a touchdown to give them the lead
going into halftime.
What it simply comes down
to us that Warner and Faulk, who
have combined for the past three
League MVP awards, are the
best players at their positions in
the NFL. The Patriots' game
plan against the Steelers was to
take away the running game
and force Kordell Stewart to beat
them. New Kngland can't do the
same thing against the Rams
because Warner already has
proven he can beat them. New
England's only chance is to keep
the pressure up and force his
throws; the Rams don't usually
max protect, instead opting for
more receivers.
Unfortunately, if the Patriots
blitz, they need to rely on manto-man coverage on Faulk, Bruce
and Holt, which hasn't worked
for too many teams. My prediction is that the Warner and company will be hoisting the
Lombardi trophy for the second
time in three years, and that they
will do so by a sizable margin.
Sieve Shoup is a freshman political science majorwho heard from a
certain leleztskm psychic thai Rams
quarterback Kurt Warner and running back Marshall Faulk will be
parading through the streets of
Disney World tn the near future.

Dukes feel good about
future despite loss to Owls

& DIVING

Saturday marks seniors'
final home swim meet
Saturday marks the last
hurrah for eight women's and
five men's swimmers who are
in their senior season as the
Dukes compete in their final
home meets of the season.
The men's team is undefeated in Colonial Athletic
Association competition thus
far and is 6-2 overall. All that
stands between the Dukes and
a run at defending their CAA
title is Saturday's meet against
the Virginia Military Institute
at 1 p.m.
Last in action Jan. 19, the
men's
team
trounced
Davidson College 180-61 and
Old Dominion Univeristy
135-97.
At that meet, sophomore
Brendan Cartin took first in
the 4O0-yard individual medley with a time of 4:08:14 and
the 200-yard butterfly with a
time of 157:39. |unior Drew
Rodkey was the winner of the
200-yard backstroke, finishing
in 1:59:95.
On the women's side, JMU

season, keeping only four of
11 starters from the year
before. They drafted three
defensive players in the first
round alone and found a steal
in the second round with
Florida
State
linebacker
Tommy Policy, who finished
second on the team in tackles.
They also found contributing
free agents in linebacker Mark
Fields, safety Kim Herring and
traded for all-pro comerback
Aeneas Williams. The new
acquisitions paid off and turned
a defense that was ranked 23rd
in the NFL in 2000, to the second best defense this season.
So with this in mind, I am
going with the Vegas oddsmakers and saying that the
Rams win the Super Bowl and
that they win it big. If the combination of their No. 1-ranked
offense and No. 2-ranked
defense isn't enough evidence,
then one only has to go back to
week 10 for further proof. That
week the Rams marched into
the Patriots home, Foxboro
Stadium, and beat them 24-17.
The game was not as close as
the score suggests — Warner
threw for over 400 yards and
three touchdowns. While he
did throw two interceptions,
one of which was returned for
a touchdown, St. Louis dominated every aspect of the
game, outgaining the Patriots
482-230 in total yards. Also,

DIKES, from \<agt 19

gym. However, there were
many which far exceeded our
expectations"
Junior Joshua Goodwin said,
"We still have a whole lot of
improvements left to make. But
the potential is great, and that
could only mean that we will
continue to improve as the season continues "
Some members of the team
have been sick or injured,
including a chest injury for
Edstrom, who hopes to compete
in a total of five events again in
a couple weeks.
"I feel that only good things
are going to happen in the near
future for this team," Edstrom
said. "Although relatively
young, (we have] what it takes
in senior leadership to rum this
season into something really
special for JMU."
Burke said, "Our biggest
strength and weakness at this
time is our youth. More than
half of the team is new to JMU
and collegiate gymnastics The
new guys bring enthusiasm and
inexperience, both of which
require rime to change jthemj

currently stands at 6-4 overall
but also has not fallen to a
CAA-foe this season.
JMU last competed over
the weekend at the University
of Richmond, falling to the
Spiders 162-138.
At Richmond, senior A.C.
Cruickshanks won three individual races, the 500-yard and
1,000-yard freestyle and the
200-yard butterfly
Freshman Christine Filak
won the 100-yard backstroke with a time of 1:00:38
and junior Jamie Andrews
took the 100-yard breaststroke in 1:08:43 to account
for the Dukes' other firstplace points.
Both the men's and
women's team will look to
defend their CAA titles Feb. 21
to 24 at George Mason
University in Fairfax Last season's conference titles were
the ninth all-time for the men
and sixth all-time for the
women.
— From staff reports

into mature, composed and highly skilled collegiate athletes."
The men's 15-member team
currently carries eight freshmen
and three sophomores.

-46
I feel that only good
things are going to
happen in the near
future for this team.
— Luke Edstrom
senior gymnast

95 Freshman Brett Wargo said
of the switch from high school,
"1 was a little nervous at the
beginning of the first meet
because I knew that there were
guys out there doing routines
that I can only dream about at
this point. It's intimidating, but I
think it'll get easier."
Edstrom said, "The next few
meets for JMU really look
promising for the Dukes with
the return of sophomore stand-

f
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Wrestling wins two of
three dual matches
The JMU wrestling team
won two of its three dual
matches at Franklin and
Marshall
College
in
Lancaster, Pa. Jan. 27. The
Dukes
defeated
the
Diplomats 36-12 and then
downed Delaware State
University 39-14. JMU's
only loss came in a 32-12
defeat to The Citadel.
Fencing falls in opening
meet
The JMU fencing team
fell in its opener at the
Temple University Dual
Meet in Phialdelphia, Pa.
The Dukes lost to Rutgers
University 20-1, Fairleigh
Dickerson College 15-2 and
Temple 24-3.
Track & field thrives at
PSUOpen
Both the men's and
women's track and field
teams thrived at the Perm
State University National
Open Jan. 25-26.
On the men's side, eight
Dukes met IC4A qualifying
standards. Among the top
finishers
were
senior
Anthony Wallace, who finshed second in the long
jump, and the 4 x 400-meter
relay team, which recorded
its fastest time of the season.
The women's team had 10
members meet ECAC qualifying marks. Among the top
performers were seniors
Lauren Burawski and Brett
Romano, who finished first
and second, repectively, in
the5,000-rneterrun.

out Jason Woodnick returning
to the lineup 'as well as myself,
which should boost up our
score to a competitive stature
with the best in the NCAA."
Among other accolades,
Woodnick came to JMU last
year as the Maryland State AllAround Champion three years
in a row while in high school.
Considering the upcoming meets, Wargo said, "I
think we have a tough meet
coming up against Navy and
William & Mary next weekend and then a succession of
other pretty tough meets
after that. At this point, we're
not thinking about the other BaMittng
teams and what they're
doing. I think the focus in the
Male high game: freshman
gym is where can we
Jason Moore, 225.
improve upon our score."
Burke said, "Another meet is Female high game: junior
another opportunity to display Julie Nothnagel, 166.
improvement We are focusing
on solidifying our routines and Baseball
are looking forward to displaying that improvement on
Club baseball traveling
Saturday at 7 p.m."
The men's team faces W & M team tryouts will start
and the US. Naval Academy Feb. 2. For more informaSaturday at 7 p.m. in Godwin's tion, contact Tom Rice at
Sinclair Gymnasium
chtbbaseball.

Katherine A. Martin, D.O.

Blue Rt

Family Practice Physician
Inc.

Alignment
Brakes
Mufflers

2-16-02

_.Oil
Change

Shocks
Batteries
State Inspections |_ ^

•*_

E. Market St. At Furnace Rd.
Next to Papa John's Pizza

upon 7 days a weak

433.9181

Cheap Nights at Acme
ACme VideO

Use This Coupon For

Rent 1, Get 1 Free
_Sunday_-Thur^»yC)rily Ejj> .2/14/02

VIDEO

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS

$16.95

434-5935

Kt 33 last (next to Wemtys, across from Rargos)

WALK

Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages

(540) 438-9292

1765 S. High Street (Next to Food 1 ion on South 42)

VISIT OUR STORE AND FEEL THE ATMOSPHERE!

peApL of iHe ojuejsfr
UNIQUE PRODUCTS FROM THE PHILIPPINES, JAPAN, CHINA,
THAILAND, KOREA. INDIA, AND OTHER ASIAN COUNTRIES,
ORIENTAL GIFT ITEMS LIKE BAMBOO FOUNTAINS,JARS,
VASES. INCENSE. SHELL LAMPS AND CHANDELIERS,
LANTERNS, CLOTHES, ACCESSORIES AND A LOT MORE!
GIFT WRAPPING SERVICE ON ANY OCCASION.
SHENANDOAH HERITAGE FARMER'S MARKET
I MILE SOUTH OF EXIT 243.ROUTE I I.HARRISONBURG.VA
540-2803484/4389613
www.asianpearloftheorient.com

CAMPUS

i0 MINIMI WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS
2,3,4, AND 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
•ETHERNET
•FURNISHED

434-3509

487-4057
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DREW WILSON

Challenges
await JMU
tennis team

Tobacco Road rivalry
continues for Duke, UNC
Many believe the best rivalry
in the Atlantic Coast Conference
has switched to Duke University
and the University of Maryland.
However, people along Tobacco
Road will beg to differ.
Throw the rankings out the
window. Statistics, wins and
losses — those can go, too.
None of those things matter
when it comes to the heated
college basketball rivalry
between Duke and
the
University of North Carolina.
Today, the Blue Devils make
the eight-mile journey to Chapel
Hill as the No. 1 team in the
nation, posting an 18-1 record,
which matches the best start in
school history. Duke comes into
the game having beaten four
nationally ranked teams in a row.
Jason Williams has continued his domination as the premiere player in the country,
leading the ACC in scoring.
Teammate Carlos Boozer has
been on a tear, averaging 23
points over the last six games.
Add Mike Dunleavy's versatility and shooting ability and the
defense and athleticism of
Dahntay Jones, and you'll realize why this might be the best
starting five ever at Duke.
On the other side, the Tar
Heels have struggled. After
embarrassing losses at home to
Hampton University
and
Davidson Collpge, UNC has
managed to continue its mediocrity with a 6-11 record, including six losses at home, the most

home defeats in a season in the
Tar Heel's storied history.
However, UNC is coming off a
positive 87-69 win against
Clemson University Sunday.

Carolina has lacked consistency this season Injuries and
inexperience have been the
main cause. With Jason Capel
back from injury, the Tar Heels
are better (or at least should be).
He and Lang combine to make
up the inside force. Because
both have not been healthy at
the same time a lot in the last
two seasons, the two have yet to
play as they did their freshman
year. Adam Boorte had a career
game against Clemson with 23
points and 10 rebounds. Melvin
Scott also gave UNC a lift with
17 points against the Tigers.
Coach Matt Doherty will need
that kind of production from its
back court again today.
Although, that might be a hard
thing to ask going against the
best back court in America in
Williams and Chris Duhon
Today's game marks the
210th time the two rivals have
faced off. Carolina holds the

series advantage with an 122-87
record, but Dukes has won
seven of the last eight meetings,
including the last three in
Chapel Hill.
A season ago, the Blue Devils
won two of the three meetings
with the Tar Heels. In the first
game, UNC shocked Duke on
its own court, winning 85-83 at
Cameron Indoor Stadium. Duke
got revenge, winning 95-81 in
the Dean Dome and 79-53 in the
ACC Tournament finals at the
Georgia Dome in Atlanta, Ga.
What does all this mean?
Absolutely nothing. This game
isn't about who has the best
team or best record. It's not
about who has the most All
Americans. It's about two teams
whose fans and students hate
one another. It's about who
comes ready to play. But most of
all, it's about pride
1 have been lucky enough to
personally witness several of these
battles at the Dean Ctome in recent
years. Sure, Duke is favored to
stomp the Tar Heels (which is fine
with me). But if I have learned
anything about this rivalry, it's
this: Anything can happen, so
expect the unexpected.
Drew Wilson is a sophomore
SMAD major who would
vould like kto
thank one of his teachers
for scheduling a test
today, preventing him
front driving to Chapel
Hill to watch his Blue
Devils whoop UNC
in the Dean Dome.
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VHALLHSGES,from page 19
graduated, however, and the
team also has to fill voids left
by Carol Culley ('01) and
Sarah Cranson ('01).
Stepping up for JMU is the
lone senior, Liz Simon, who
played at an impressive No. 3
singles and No. 2 doubles,
juniors Shell Grover and
Christy Michaux also bring
experience and talent to JMU
along
with
sophomores
Margie Zesinger, Spencer
Brown and Brittany Rowley.
Joining the team are promising
freshmen Kristen Veith and
Rebecca Vanderelst.
Malerba is positive about
having another successful season, even though the team also
lost scholarship funding.
"Our team has a lot of
depth, and with our new doubles combinations we will be
competitive with even the
nationally ranked programs,"
Malerbfl said.
In the opener of its spring
season, the team plays its nationally ranked rival, the College of
William & Mary, this weekend
in Williamsburg as the men's
team
takes
on
George
Washington
University in
Washington, D.C

Staff writer's workshop
Today, 6 p.m.
PVTRICK SCHNTIDER/WrOim/wj
Duke guard Jason Williams scores against the University of
Maryland. Duke faces rival University of North Carolina today.

basement of AnthonySeeger Hall

Pamper your pets at Valley VetsI
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
43WK I'S
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

(

Ay>y(\j to be
ads manager
oj'ffie ^reezel
• Oversee ads department of
The Breeze
• Get paid
• Gain working world experience
• Exercise leadership skills

Please submit a cover letter
and resume to Julie Sproesser
in The Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall on Feb. 8, 2002.
For more information, please
call 568-6127.

Collecje ParkAslahy Crossing
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Go to the Web forum on
The Breeze Web site

www.thebreeze.org

Sell your items in
The Breeze. Only $15
to run your ad until it

SELLS!
This offer good through April 25,2002 and only applies
to advertising in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 30
words or less. Offer apples to individual items only.
Retail stores and businesses do not
qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Don't miss out on this great deal!
568-6127

,
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GLASSLHlZ IS
Offt ampusHousing.com

FOR RENT

YOL HAVE A CHOICE!

ROOSEVELT SQUARE

Mad>»on Terrace
Hunters RHI|C

4 BR furnished townhou&es

Great Rentals
for 2002 -2003
3 BR Apartment -

WD, DW.A/C
2 Blocks from campus!

Ginterbrted
Starting at $J$0

Hardwood floors, 3 decks

IBedrounu

water Included. 8700/mo.

Kline Really

Hunter* RKIIC
Medium Manor

438-8800

Call Anytime!

Madison Terrace
3 laOroom. 2 Bath - deck walk to
class. $230 3 ■atuum TowrtouM 2.3 Dams. deck, walk to class.

Sum*/at S2I2.50

Ibanet R0470JB iewel Hue
Electric Qultar - with case and
stand. After market Seymore
Ouncan pick-up. Floyd Rote
tremolo bridge, and Rosewood
nngar board Asking J350 5744602
or duf'cma>jmu.eou.

Hunter's RadgE Townhouse -

Ampsg Classic Base Cablnat/

Available August I.

Crate Head Cembo • Bare*/ played
Excellent sound end condition.
Trials available, contact Eugene:
schweteagtjmu.edu, 442-4572.

821 Vperaon. 4 bedroom. 2
Irving rooms. W/D. D/W.
A/C.2balhs

Gingerbread House

Organic Coffees and Teas ■ Gift t
Thnft. 227 N Main

• 1.M0 »HM| hMH • nwlirg
our ci'Culn. Ftn itOornviliCii. C»!l
2OJ88J0J0I

Spring graak with 43»ftlOC
i
Florida. Can 436-RiDE. 'save
message

SERVICES

Spring Break
Super Sale!

Computer Help • 12* years
eipenence. in-home visits, from
internet help to repairs and
upgrades. Can a PC Geek now.
540432-9547 or 540-478*5873 or
e-mail Kanecomputer#aol com el

Bahama*. Jamaica. Padre and

NOTICE

Florida Most popular student

For more information and

hotels including the Oasis and

aswuance ref ardmn ihe

the Nassau Marriott Crystal

Taking best offer

$270. 4326993
■MI

t»VRMMTiiMM'a "&^oom
lownhouM available August 2002
m Keitter school area. qu*t and
safe neighborhood Garage, large
dec*, phone and cable outlets in
each room For more details or an
appointment call 1 800-842-2227
or email spyder60Oshentel.net.

Devon lane Townhouse*

4 Bedroom House -

Madlvon Manor
Duke Gardens

Roosevelt Street. Furnished.
8275/person. W/D. D/W.

Madison Gardens
Ma.t.son Tnrace
Madison Square
University Plate

A/C Available August I

3 BR on Franklin St. -

invemgalwn of financing busnev,

Palace! Prices start at $399'

ccpTrtunula, contact ihr

Sale end* soon! CAM. NOW

HELP WANTED

Betier Business Bureau. Inc

SiudentCny.com!

Hardwood floors, two levels.
water furruahed. quiet loraUon

Heuses • 259 Newman. 1351 S
Map 1174 Hamson. 1173 Harmon
4332126

Mountain Vie. Ilci|his

Deck House - 437 s

incentives. Gain first-hand

Gingerbread House
Huniers Ridge

experience of (he financial
«ervicei induury. A.«isl m

2002 • 2003 Townhouse

Medium Manor
I nocrtuy Plate

Mason Street. I. 2. 3
bedroom apartments. From
8240/peraon Water Intruded

TRAVEL

Paid internship wilh financial

Close to JMU. convcnieni
HflfHi restaurant*, etc.
Man) cxira

Ml SI Ml '

438-8800

ilajrnun

S235 per bedroom. Call for

Huniers Ridge loft
Starting at OSC

more information. 433-8423<

I .iM.i Selection of Houses
Beautifully Restored Victorian
Heuae - 2 kitchens. 2 living rooms.
7 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms. Large
yard and parking area. Wrap
around front porch Fully renovated
plumbing, electrical and drywali m
2000 High ceilings and huge
bedrooms, average sue 185 sq
ft Must see inside to fully
appreciate this property. 564-2659
www casiieproptfty.com

4 OR 5 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE*
on Mt. View Drive
Call 879-3613 today!

Kunkhouurr St \ivoelale*
Property Manatrmenl

Hawse, 34 aaidwem, 2 Bath - North
High Street. Washer/dryer, large
rooms, plenty parking. Available
August 1st $875. 4333395.
• Close to campus
August 1. 2002 879-9548.
Large »■ Apartment - 6 or 12
month
leases.
564-2659.
www castieproper ty com

Check Out These
Great Houses!

434-5150
Summer Sublet • Commons
Apartment All utilities paid except
electric. Largest room, great view,
wonderful roommates. Female,
rent negotiable 560-8735.
4 Beeroom. 2 Bethn
with new kitchen. D/W. disposal,
new cabinets. Large living room,
den. A/C. large front porch. 10 or
12 month leases. 564-2659 or
see wfmcagtr9prop9ttjf.com.

•290. 3BR.$:50Mudeni
■ in IM.S25I student
Both houses are available
June I. 2002. year least deposit
Co-ed. smokers, pels sselcome'
C«A*#7f.fW'. In,* Bjassaa*
2 Rooms In Stone Gate ■ Looking
for males. 4424671 or 4424430
Aeress frees Hospital • 2 dupiei
rented as one unit 8 bedrooms. 2
bath, off-street parking, laundry.
12 month lease June ■ June
$270/person 2348584.

J-M

APARTMENTS

Hurn.thcrUeoMST.'
N. High - IIM: urgcroutm.

438-8800, Anytime!
2002 - 2003

Available July or August 2002.

I BR Apt. S350/mo.

W. Market -4-5roosns,

2 BR Apt. $400 mo or

Asaiiable 8/01/02. W/D. D/W.

$200>person Hthcmel available

G/D. $1,100

1

UK \|ii

SMO/mo or

$170/person
W. Wolfe - with basement.
4 BR Apt. $720mo. or
pels welcome Available

SIKOpervn

6/0 M)2. $750

One of the closest
Harrison - 4 moms. D/W.

complexes to JMU.'

W/D, G/D Available 6AII/02.

SI 400
(all 879-3613 today!

Hunter's Ridge • 2 bedroom. 2
bath, stove, microwave, refrigerator,
dish washer, disposal, washer/
dryer. Furnished. $A40/monlh.
Quiet location at beck of comptti.
Available August 1. 540-564-1657.

Inl.ii tanahoUtrrManignnrnl ...r

TKKPmpenie*
W: Hater Street Houses

Naga Head Student Summer
Rentals • seabreerereaity.com.
2522556328

marketing financial reviews and
seminars Call 442-6420 or

Kline Realty
Property Management

far, HI
Country Club Coun
Starting M $175

Kline Realtv Prnprrty Mgmt.
ThegooJ apartments M I'II^I
ta come hy ami MI- m '

2 Bedroom. 2 Bath ConOo available 80102 through 7 3103
Spacious, like new. furnished.
$320 per bedroom. Contact Ken
Hensley, 540-298-2074 or email
ism ith0665e>eol com.

FOR SALE
THULE Mountain/Road like
Reck - Great condition. $190. Patm
Pilot M100 $40. Must sell both.
Cell Christian at tc) 246 8669.
lh| 438-4140.
Brewing supplies. Ingredients.
Tapa - Bluestone Ce«ars. 4326799.
181 S Mam *ww BCBREW com
Audio Caslnet • wood gram with
glass front door, shelves for aurho
components, $40. TV Stand wood gram with Shalt for VCR.
storage compartment with doors m
lower section. $30. Twin Bed •
Maple head and footboard.
Mattress and boi springs in nice
shape. $75. Left led (Home
Made) - wrth mattress. $45. Call
2899704.
1998 Suiukl Hataaa BOOcc 7.500 miles, dual e«haust. custom
yellow paint, cover and helmet
included $3,600. o.b.o. Contact
Justin: moranjma>jmu edu or call
612-4453. For pics/more info:
www geocitiet.com/my96katana
1S94 Honda Accord EX 2 door coups.
5 speed, greet condition, loaded.
Askirsg $6,500 Call 8792706
Fender Stratocaster/Peavey
Classic 30 Tube Amp • $400.
o.bo 4328799.
ENSONIQ
VPX-SD
'•
Music
production synthesirer wilh on
board 24-lrack sequencer and disk
Orme. Over 200 sampled sounds,
infinitely programmable, fully touchsensitive keyboard Full MIDI,
includes pedals, case $600. neg.
Call Jon. 433-3489.
Afct/FM Stereo Receiver ■ Oot"»u9
Digital Synthesized Used very
httle. $50 or make an offer.
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
cleaning gr*e sway. Can 434-1241,
leave message

1-800-293-1443 or go to

I M«!<»»■ 55tl

Raymond James
Financial Services
Internship

Stoning ai $175

4 Bedroom. Great location.

Book >»ur inp with
StudrnlCity.com and save up
10 $100 per person to Cancun,

mutterWrjfs.com

ARE YOV READY FOR
SPR1SG BREAK???

Tjisteful^reaswts
h. (.rorgi
Speclallrlag In la-Home Farilri

92SO A Day Potential - bartending
Tf»n«g provided. 1S0O2933985.
ext 215.
Wslu
Nndi' - Jess' lunch
Sophomores and Juniors only.
Appry In person.

Escape to the
Shenandoah Mountains
of West Virginia
Timber Ridge a co-ed camp, is
seeking an energetic, fun-loving
stafT to work with children this
summer Looking For general
counselors and specialty tuff 90
miles from Washington. DC Top
salaries We will be interviewing
on campus February 6th at the
Sonner Hall Interview Center
from 1000 am - 300 pm
Call 1-800-258-2267 for appt
Walk ins also welcome
Come Join Our Team • Hank's
Smokehouse and Deli, opening m
February, now hiring experienced
servers Appry in person at our new
location just 7 miles psst the
Valley Mall at the base of
Meesarujtlen on Route 33
Couaaetoni Needad • for residential
slimmer program at OVA lor gifted
students m grades 511. Dates of
employment 6/16/02 - 8/3/02.
For information and application call
434 924 3182.
Application
deadline: 2/18/02. CEO/AA

SUMMER IN MAINK
Male/Female instructors

- I.oflom - Noselties - Bodywetr

Ready for Spring Break7 Oon t
torget sun protection* Try Mary
Kay's Sun Essentials products
(Sunblock, lip protector, sunless
tanning lotion) E-mail Stephanie at
Sjmc68*fh0tmail com or you may
call 433 4847 Please leave a
■ | Hjagaj
Spring Break Panama City • from
$129* Boardwalk room wrth kitchen
neit to clubs' 7 parties' Daytona
$159' spnngbnjaAlraveV.com
|4J0J ' .'■-•<»!

- Adult Toss - Sensual Aids
Fun «t Laughter
FREF. HoilMsGlft
larJadssg It*/* off hottest purchases
Monthly Spectalt'
MIHIinu<." a aol.com
540-434-5146

Spring Break Opereterl The
lowest prices, greatest parties,
awesome meal deals, and
reliable service to ail your
favorite places. Check it out at
wwwvagabonotours.com or call
us at 1-866-VAGABOND.
Spring freak Bahamas Party
Crulsel 5 days $279' Includes
meals and free parties' Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun and Jamaica
$459' www sp«ingtwea*l'*sef com
18008786386

A FREE SPRING BREAK!
HutlrM Destitution*. Parties' Lowes!
Prices duarantccd' Be*I
Airline* Hoick' 2 Free Tnpi on 15
Salei fam Cash* Group DiwnunU1
Rook on-line

■iim Mtnsplaihloiin.com
l-Mt-42e-77IO

• SOUTH PADRE •
• PANAMA CITY BEACH.
• STEAMBOAT*
. BRICKENKIDGE.
• DAYTONA BEACH tASPEN*

www.suncha3e.com
bSOO'SUNCHAai
Act Nowt Guarartee Um Is' Spnrg
Break prices' South Padre. Cancun.
Jamatce. Bahamas. Acapufcxt Flonde
and Uardi Gras. Reps needed, travel
free, earn $$$ Group discounts
for
6*
1 800 838 8203
www.feisuretours.com
Break • Cancun. Jamaica.
and all Florida destinations Best
hotels, tree parties, lowest prices'
www. breakers Irmel com
1800 9856789
Sprine rJfsak Specials! 5tU0trH
Travel Services has negotiated
discounted rates at properties m
Menco Jamaica. Bahamas, and
Florida Save up to $100 per
person* Call 8006484849 or visit
our website wwwsfst.-avef.com

PERSONALS

Sprint; Break Tickets!
Gel a IK l l MTV audience BSBM
to selest show* when you book your
Spring Break ihmugh
Sludrntl u. t.ini! ■
\| I V ..tri
or call StudenrTity com at I - WX)293-1443 toaBtattll lours and
aefcea are limned

E23ZZra322ni
oiscour.no

VOCMMCIS'.

John Thomas - Happy 22nd
Birthday' We love you so mucn and
are glad you can spend this
weekend with us Love. Mancy and
Charlotte.
Way to ge Women s ■asketbaH!
You all are doing so wen, keep it
up. Good luck this weekend. Beat
Oreiel and Ho'stra' We are so
proud of you' Your loyal fans

ftgvd/Sfgdy

• 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, and
Florida' Best parties, best hotels,
best prces' Space is hmrtedi Murry
up and book now" 1800-234-7007

I I .llHi■ Nssil/, I l.lllll

itninMif.

May 6 - 24. 2002
■Mi

kee/el »?t. *h* Hm. hamleimi
seMB -:n.l::.''.i:i']■
PAID MOT. INTKKVilllPS

Je*Xtt llhimis s Vfii't

www.studentexpfess.com
Call How: 1-800-787-3787 j

KOKSI MMKK 2«l!

XEE3XEZ

wiimm

June to August. Residential

for Girls

V.llnl ihi* vumnwt limned
numhet nl puilnm. ,n .nl.htc
wt. - 11

ii|.iml.r. t ..in

SUPER SPECIALS'.!!

'

urert «•»(.•

40 hf F*tF Wefeeme Pmtttaml
iMerraarrra rut tooari

4capu'co & Bafiamas ' V2'

LASTMINUTt SPICIBLSt!
tavi UP to i re* rin etasorti

Apply on-line or call.

I "HIPP LAKE CAMP

Build your rnume Earn over

■nan \ \ %ntftn Hano*?!

Water-ski. Outdoor Living.

and Riding. PR.iurcsu.uc

Cnutnuu
/wu h

(isniact l> M^no HamkiMeir

Sports. Canoe. Kayak. Sail.

Rock*. Ropes. Arts. Theatre

Ossrasi

luitmr ■ Intrtlokrn Htm

needed: Tennis. Swim. I .and

locations, eicentional facilities

Gfrtfflrj

CAVfVS nP$ HAW ID

Group Organizers Travel Free
Call for Detail*!'

Send a
Valentine
Classified Ad
to your
Sweetheart!

mm a *«erv ton tan
IMV Pafflea aa Spring Sreaklff

1 800-997-4347

E-mail your ad to
the_breeze@jmu.edu

■W tnppUikriamp.com
CAMPTAKAJO
for Boys:

800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

1-800-250-8232
www campiuknjo. com

568-6127

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good through April 25. 2002 and only applies to advertising
in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 30 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only.
Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Don't miss out on this great deal!
568-6127

1 Pizza?

How about a Large
1-Topping for just $6.99!

9 P177QC?
How about 2 Large
Z, riZ^CiS. i .Toppings for just $12.99!

Party?!.
Serving JMU West Campus
& South Main St.
433-2300

How about 5 Large
Toppings for just $6.00 EACH!
Serving CSAT/Port Rd
& North Harrisonburg
433-3111
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£araek« y^
TONIGHT from 4-7pm
winner rccefu-eg a 1 cvee,£ RC/ u-aoation/
roodprov-idedi>u> Domitioe Pizza
n/aa t/cuf ritnegg Center wi£$l>e a/v-ina,
aasaa {free, memiwskips/
/T/A

?4A

*fye

IwoLgions a/iffafeo le on kand'doita air &r<ig/v tattoos.

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-7 pm
Sat 8< Sun 12 pm-4 pm

